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GRI
Material Themes
The magnifying glass represents the material themes
in Votorantim’s SR2010. There are nine themes that
you can quickly identify throughout the text.

This is the symbol of the Global Report Initiative
indicators in our Sustainability Report, and it
enables you to identify the profile, governance, and
performance items.

Commitments
Votorantim Industrial is committed
to the present and to the
future. Through this icon, all the
commitments we have taken-on
are clear so you can join us on
this journey.

Where we
came from

Sustainability at
Votorantim's industries
Votorantim's history is permeated by responsible
initiatives in its operations
Votorantim’s position with conscientious actions concerning the society
and the environment has existed from the onset of its activities. In 93 years
of existence, we have participated in the Country’s socioeconomic development, always ethically and conscientiously.
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Actions geared
towards promoting
wellness in the
community and
preserving the
environment have
always been part
of the history of
Votorantim

Where we came from

There are many examples of this. In 1918, Votorantim donated land
to small farmers interested in growing cotton and, by doing so, established
a partnership relationship in the provision of feedstock for weaving. The
following year, the then “Sociedade Anonyma Fábrica Votorantim” signed
an agreement pursuant to which it would follow a series of commitments
made to its employees, including: an 8-hour work day, 20% surcharge for
overtime, and wage parity between men and women. This agreement was
made 24 years before the Labor Law Consolidation (CLT) was enacted,
in 1943.
Workers’ villages were built in the vicinity of the first factories and featured
schools, churches, childcare and leisure infrastructure with soccer fields,
theaters and movie theaters, contributing to the employees’ health, safety,
and well-being. By 1950, native forest lands were acquired in the state of
São Paulo, a move that ensured the preservation of the natural resources in
these areas until the present day.

Mothers taking their kids to the Fabric Plant’s day care unit (1926) – Votorantim, SP

In 1969, Senator José Ermírio de Moraes wrote a letter to his children, outlining his business diversification strategy and making a series of recommendations to them. Among them, “always contribute to the institutions
that are useful to the Country and to the disadvantaged.”

The Memória Votorantim was rolled-out in 2003 during the celebrations of
the company’s 85th anniversary. The goal was to retrieve and preserve the
company’s history. Through actions that aim to disseminate knowledge,
the project fosters discussions on socioeconomic and industrial development, promoting events and activities designed especially for educators,
students, and the public at large.

This ethical, responsible corporate behavior drives our corporate strategies
in all Businesses. Our premise, to generate long-term value, is the pursuit
of “smart costs” (low, sustainable operations costs) by adopting the best
market practices.
By doing so, Votorantim has positioned itself as a solid group, one that
ensures business sustainability and competitiveness aligned with the view
of its shareholders, investing in practices that seek to achieve world-class
management and operating standards.

Memória Votorantim (Votorantim Memory)

See: www.memoriavotorantim.com.br
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The workers' villages: Votorantim's
social responsibility and commitment

Timeline

The first workers’ villages were created together with the first factories. Besides
housing, the structures included warehouses, schools for the workers’ children,
as well as railway tracks and trains to transport employees. Votorantim’s first
corporate video, dating to 1922, devotes much of its sequences to the village
located close to the textile plant and to the activities offered there, such as the
village cinema, one of the first in the state of São Paulo.

1918 – Acquisition of the
Votorantim Textile Plant by
Antonio Pereira Ignacio,
Votorantim’s founder.

1928 – The State of São Paulo
Industries Center, the embryo of the
State of São Paulo Industry Federation
(FIESP), is created. José Ermírio is one
of its founders.
1935 – The Group took its first
steps the chemical sector, with
Nitro Química.
1936 – Votorantim enters the cement
sector, with the operation of Fábrica
de Cimento Santa Helena.
1938 – Steel production gets
underway, with Cia. Siderúrgica Barra

1944 – Votorantim builds its second
Workers’ Village (1943) - Votorantim, SP

major cement plant, Cimento Poty, in
Paulista, state of Pernambuco.

In the center, Pereira Ignácio, founder of Votorantim / Entrance of the Fabric Plant -

In 1919, Pereira Ignacio signed
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Votorantim, SP

an agreement (document
above) with his employees,
establishing a series of rights
that would only become law
under the Consolidation of
Labor Laws nearly 25 years
later. Under the agreement,
Votorantim limits the workday
to eight hours per day, grants
the right to overtime and bonus
night pay, equalizes the wages
of men and women doing the
same job, and prohibits child
labor at its facilities.

1924 – José Ermírio de Moraes
marries Helena, the daughter of
Ignacio Perez, and joins the board
of Votorantim.

How everything started...
Created in 1918, when Portuguese immigrant Antonio Pereira Ignacio acquired from the defunct Banco União a textile plant in the outskirts of Sorocaba (state of São Paulo), Votorantim has a solid, continuous growth path
permeated by a concern and a commitment to establish, from the very
beginning, strategies to keep its business maintainable in the long term.
Long before the concept of “sustainability” was disseminated, Votorantim
had a keen eye and concrete attitudes geared to ensure the well-being and
development of the professionals it employed. Such attitudes included building homes, schools, movie theaters, parks, and a structure that often exceeded, back in the day, exceeded the expectations of the workers themselves.

The new industries

1949 – The construction of the

The 1930s were marked by a first movement aimed to diversify the Votorantim
business, under the guidance of the then director-general José Ermírio de
Moraes, and by the entry into the basic industry sector: in 1936, the Fábrica
de Cimento Santa Helena came into operation; that very year, the company
opened Nitro Química Brasileira to produce chemicals, textiles and artificial
silk; two years later, steel production went got underway at Siderúrgica Barra
Mansa. Alongside this process, Votorantim created a series of internal strategies that would ensure sustainability to these businesses. The company maintained the workers’ villages in São Miguel Paulista and Santa Helena, ensuring its employees housing, food, health, transport, and leisure.

gets underway in the city of Mairinque

Cinemateca Brasileira de Alumínio
(state of São Paulo).
1951 – José Ermírio de Moraes takes
Group leadership over following the
death of Antonio Pereira Ignacio, at
age 77.
1955 – CBA – Companhia Brasileira
de Alumínio –, the world’s largest
integrated aluminum company, is
inaugurated.

The board of Nitro Química encouraged cultural and sports activities
among its employees, many of whom played in bands, in soccer teams or

1973 – José Ermírio de Moraes dies,

took part in theater groups.

in São Paulo, at age 73. The second
generation of the family, represented
by Antônio Ermírio de Moraes, took
control of the business.

The healthy relationship with the communities impacted by Votorantim
Unit activities, as well as with the environment, is also a historical part of the
commitments the company has established.

1981 – Companhia Níquel Tocantins
starts producing electrolytic nickel.

Thinking and acting sustainably are reflections of how Votorantim has
always looked to itself and to those who continually help it to develop.

From left to right: band and boxing team.

Where we came from

Mansa, in Rio de Janeiro.
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Guatapará de Celulose e Papel marks
Votorantim’s entry in this industry.
1989 – Citrovita, the company in
charge of producing orange juice
concentrate, is created in Catanduva,
state of São Paulo.
1991 – Banco Votorantim is opened to
provide credit internally. The business
was later expanded and went on to
serve the general public.
1997 – VCP debuts its first initial
public offering on the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE).
2001 – Acquisition of St. Marys
Cement, in Canada, the first step
towards achieving the company’s
internationalization. Votorantim
Participações and Votorantim

New challenges

Energy as a pillar
for development
From the 1950s, Votorantim went on to systematically invest in its own
power generation. Thus, Votorantim’s hydroelectric plants have been one
of the pillars of its development for over 60 years.
The incorporation of Companhia Brasileira de Alumínio, in 1955, drove this
decision. To ensure domestic product competitiveness on the market in
order to face the multinationals operating in the sector, Votorantim realized
the need to invest in building its own power plants, taking advantage, at
first, of the water potential of the Juquiá River. Since energy accounts for
most of the industrial production costs, the plants represented a guarantee
of long-term business continuity.
In the early 1970s, the international oil crisis made Brazil aware of the
fact that in order to grow economically, it would need to invest in new
forms of power generation. In this context, hydropower is prominent
among the options.
Today, Votorantim has 35 hydroelectric plants, which meet 68% of its
plants’ demand. Furthermore, it constantly invests in new technologies and
in the socially and environmentally responsible management of its plants.

Industrial are created.
2002 – Creation of Votorantim
Institute, the initial objective of which
was to align, strengthen, and qualify
Votorantim’s social actions in the

Alecrim

community.

Hydropower Miracatu, SP

company that brings together the
steel assets in Brazil, Colombia and
Argentina, is created.
2009 – The merger between
Votorantim Celulose e Papel and
Aracruz led to the creation of Fibria,
a global leader in the pulp industry.
2010 – Votorantim Cimentos acquires
a stake in Cimpor – a Portuguese
cement company. Votorantim has
operations in 24 countries.

Since the inception, VCP and Citrovita make a daily practice of the expression “environmental responsibility,” in addition to driving the integration of
the communities where they have operations by means of social programs,
they also foster programs designed to drive environmental preservation
and the responsible use of natural resources.
Another action that stood out in this decade was the creation of Banco
Votorantim. Created initially as a securities distributor, it became a multiple bank in 1991, when it entered into new businesses such as consumer
credit management, securities and asset management, and third-party
wealth management. Banco Votorantim is known for its constant pursuit of sustainable development in its operations and goals, always supporting social activities, such as the Family Life for a Better Future Association, which works with needy communities in the Southern Zone
of the city of São Paulo.

A letter written by José Ermírio
de Moraes to his children in
1969 conveys strong traces
of his sustainable intents. The
required business flexibility, as
pointed out by the entrepreneur,
is closely linked to making

2000s: Towards sustainability
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2008 – Votorantim Siderurgia, a

By the late 1980s and early 1990s, Votorantim had diversified its business
even further to enter the Pulp and Paper industry, with the creation of
Votorantim Celulose e Papel (VCP), and the agribusiness, marked by the
establishment of Citrovita, dedicated to orange juice production.

Guided by its history of social and environmental responsibility, the 2000s
are the period in which the greatest progress was achieved with regard to
Votorantim’s sustainable actions. The Sustainability Indicators System was
created to check the crucial investment needs in the communities.
In 2007, VCP joins the select group of companies that are listed on the
Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI), which highlights companies with
outstanding sustainable practices.
Several major projects were undertaken by Votorantim in order to always
be in a position of leadership when it comes to sustainable practices, from
environmental programs to actions aimed at improving the quality of life of
employees, communities, suppliers, and customers.

Where we came from

1988 – The acquisition of Cia.

sustainable development viable,
based on strategic decisions
that led Votorantim to grow and
consolidate itself worldwide as a
diverse conglomerate, successful
in its industrial operations.
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Reporting process

Reporting process
In recent years, Votorantim Industrial (VID) and its Businesses, through the
Votorantim Management System (SGV), have implemented several initiatives to drive sustainability in their ventures.
In 2008, the senior leadership defined the Principles of Sustainability for
all Votorantim business. The first principle, “Being acknowledged by the
society as a socially and environmentally responsible company,” led us to
publish this report.
We structured the report on our activities in three main chapters: Strategy, Management, and Performance (incorporated to the Global Reporting
Initiative - GRI index). In the first chapter, we show how VID operates in a
diverse business portfolio, using uniform guidelines for its Business. In the
second, how the company manages its Business, even taking the management of indicators relating to Votorantim’s Principles of Sustainability into
account. The third chapter showcases VID’s economic, social, and environmental performance.
Furthermore, we underline our major challenges and commitments, the actions we have already taken, and our proposals for the coming years.
This report was published in the printed versions: full, abbreviated, and a version targeted to employees; there is also a full version on the web that allows
full accessibility to the reader and the choice of topics of specific interest.
It is available in Portuguese and English at www.votorantim.com.br/IR (which
also features the company’s financial reports). For details on the GRI guidelines
and indicators used in this report, please go to www.globalreporting.org
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Scope and materiality
GRI 3.1
GRI 3.3

GRI 3.6
GRI 3.8

This report comprises the period from January to December 2010 and its
publishing cycle is annual. With B+ application level, it follows the structure
of the GRI, version G3.
With a progressive approach, the report considers the most relevant Units
under VID’s operational control (102 Units of 419, accounting for 91% of
the group’s net income) in the Cement (VC), Metals (VM), Energy (VE),
Steel (VS) Orange Juice (Citrovita), and Pulp and Paper (Fibria publishes its
own report, available at http://fibria.infoinvest.com.br) Businesses. Fibria’s
non-financial data were 100% integrated under this report since its operational control belongs to Votorantim.

Reporting process

The report shows
areas in which VID
has operations and
guidelines set to
manage and asses
performance in the
economic, social,
and environmental
aspects

Steel coil - Barra Mansa, RJ

Over the next three years, we will incorporate the following businesses into
this report: Units belonging to VS Sitrel (Brazil), Paz del Rio (Colombia), and AcerBrag (Argentina); in VC, Engemix (Brazil) and the North American Concrete
and Aggregates operations; and in VM, USZinc (United States and China) and
Milpo (Peru). This is an ongoing process and any Units acquired or built over the
next year will be added to limit the report after the Votorantim Management
System is incorporated into their processes. The full list of units featured in this
report and the indicators reported are available at www.votorantim.com.br/IR
The definition of the structure and content, including the topics that reflect the stakeholders’ needs and expectations (materiality), considered:
the Principles of Sustainability, VID’s Business Strategy, which considers
the stakeholders’ concerns in its management; analysis of competitors and
queries made to the Brazilian Foundation for Sustainable Development
(FBDS) for the analysis and validation of the material issues (discussed under “Votorantim Industrial Challenges and Commitments” - page 40). This
process involved these steps:
• Awareness meeting for CEOs and officers of VID and the Business
Units: the top Votorantim Industrial and Business Unit executives took part
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GRI 3.7
GRI 3.8

GRI 3.5
GRI 4.17

GRI 4.9

in the management structuring process through meetings with the Keyassociados think tank and VID’s Sustainability Management. Committees
were established to monitor the Sustainability Strategy and Management,
divided into: VID Sustainability Committee, with a corporate character; GRI
Steering Committee per Business, composed of the CEO and Officers; and
the GRI Management Committee per Business, composed of Business Unit
managers, to manage the indicators and targets.
• Indicator mapping and prioritization: indicators identified and assessed by each Business Unit’s management committee were screened in
view of their relevance, importance, and maturity in the processes regarding the material issues. In addition, we researched competitors that publish
reports pursuant to the GRI model in order to provide additional assessment parameters. VID’s Sustainability Committee assessed and approved
the critical themes and indicators.
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GRI 3.91

GRI 3.13

Reporting process

• Training Workshops: to make the employees aware of the management
process for sustainability-related information. Issues such as concepts, the
work dynamics in the information consolidation process, and the importance of employee engagement in preparing the report were discussed.
• External assessment: the Brazilian Foundation for Sustainable Development (FBDS) reviewed the report and assessed the choice of relevant topics
compared to a group of companies related to all VID Businesses. As a result,
the themes VID suggested were validated and a theme identified by the
FBDS included: “Sustainable use of our products.”1
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• External audit: all information contained in this report was audited
by Bureau Veritas Certification (independent auditor) in order to ensure
the adequacy and reliability of the procedures used to collect, review, and
compile the information reported; assess the report’s adherence to GRI’s
principles and guidelines; and to define the Application Level. (As per the
statement on page 134).
• GRI Check: the report was submitted to the GRI to confirm the Application Level (B +).

Eleven related companies (operating in the same business segments as VID) that publish reports
under the GRI model and undertake assessments with external stakeholders were selected.

1

Historical sites preserved by Votorantim Cimentos: Santo Antônio Church and Farm House (1701), Laranjeiras, SE

MESSAGE FROM
THE MANAGEMENT

Message from the management

Since the creation of Votorantim Industrial as a holding company in charge
of the Group’s industrial business, in 2001, Business management improvements were sped-up and enhanced through the work, persistence, and
unity of shareholders, executives, and employees around common goals.
Because we act in the basic sectors of the economy, we are aware of the
environmental impacts our operations have. Thus, in each new strategic
planning cycle, new questions are added to the company’s line of thought
and to its actions, whether by broadening the understanding concerning
responsible natural resource use in our operations; by analyzing of our employees’ growth possibilities, fostering an environment that enables personal development; or by expanding our understanding of the communities
where we operate, with which we try to have a relationship based on trust
and social equity.
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Challenges remain. New foci of attention arise due to climate change, as
well as concerning understanding the impacts on biodiversity. These issues
are extremely relevant to a company engaged in forestry and mining. In
2009, we signed the “Open Letter to Brazil on Climate Change,” in which,
alongside other companies, we commit to a series of actions aimed at reducing greenhouse gases and request improvements to the policy makers
in Brazil and international organizations.
Likewise, international discussions on human rights are being enhanced at
the enterprises, and this influences us in our business decisions. Today, we
have major initiatives such as the improvement of the health and safety culture, of our relationship with the communities, and of our position on the
public agenda, which aims at a more equitable, inclusive society.
Pursuant to our position to generate shared value, in 2008 we consolidated
the “Principles of Sustainability,” making the way we operate and the objectives to be pursued clear. In 2010, we underpinned our actions and created a set of commitments to guide our activities in the coming years, which
we have presented in this report. For 2011, we will continue our efforts
towards the new challenges. Following our model, which combines growth
and financial discipline, we expect to invest about R$4 billion in this period.

This is our first Sustainability Report, in which we not only have the opportunity to show how we operate and how we have tried to overcome the
challenges, but also reaffirm our uncompromising goal to act in an ethical,
accountable, and transparent manner.

GRI 1.1
GRI 1.2

Raul Calfat
Managing Officer of Votorantim Industrial

Message from the management

In 93 years of existence, we have maintained consistency in creating value,
basing our actions on ethics and on economic and social and environmental balance, translated into the constant pursuit of operational excellence
in all processes.

Votorantim’s Principles of Sustainability
1. Be acknowledged by the society as a socially and environmentally responsible company.
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2. Have sustainability as a strategy, guiding the governance, management, education, and investment decisions - creating value.
3. Consistently evolve economic, social, and environmental outcomes, seeking efficiency and reliability in operations, pursuant to
world class standards.
4. Be acknowledged as a company that attracts, develops, and
retains talent to generate value and build a fair, inclusive society.
5. Be committed to the welfare, health, and safety of employees,
customers, and partners.
6. Contribute to the development of the communities we have
operations in.
7. Encourage employee and stakeholder cooperation and participation in the construction of partnerships and joint work seeking
to generate mutual value.

GRI 4.8

PROFILE AND
GOVERNANCE

Organizational profile
GRI 2.1
GRI 2.6

Votorantim Industrial (VID) is a 100% Brazilian closed capital company,
part of Votorantim Participações (VPAR or Votorantim), the business of
which is organized in three segments: Industrial, Finances, and Business
Development.
VID’s diversified portfolio has a model of common principles followed by all
Business and expressed its vision, aspiration, values, and beliefs.

GRI 2.7

GRI 2.4
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GRI 2.5

GRI 2.8

Profile and governance

GRI 2.2

Its global operations focus on operations in base sectors of the economy
that require capital-intensive and large-scale production: cement, mining
and metallurgy (aluminum, zinc, and nickel), steel, pulp and paper, orange
juice concentrate, and self-generation of energy. VID works to constantly
improve its management and processes by seeking the best practices, aiming to achieve the best performance indices in the sectors in which it operates and to mitigate the environmental impacts caused by its operations.
With headquarters and operations in Brazil, the company operates in 23 other countries, with manufacturing facilities (United States, Canada, Argentina, Uruguay, Chile, Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, Paraguay, China, and Portugal2)
and trade and logistics units (Switzerland, England, Belgium, Spain, Austria,
Hungary, Italy, Germany, Australia, Mexico, Bahamas, and Malaysia).
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In 2010, the Industrial Segment posted net earnings of R$23.3 billion, an
EBITDA 3 of R$5.8 billion, and investments of R$3.9 billion in organic growth
and R$1.9 billion in acquisitions (such as Milpo and Cimpor). In supporting
projects to benefit the communities, the company invested R$45 million
between its own and encouraged resources. In addition, it earmarked a total of R$310 million to manage the environmental impacts of its operations,
of which R$166 million for investment projects. The company is currently
34,000 own employees, considering all the Businesses.

Production Process - Alumínio, SP

Votorantim Participações is rated investment grade by the three major
global risk-rating agencies: Standard & Poor’s (BBB), Moody’s (Baa3), and
Fitch Ratings (BBB-). In 2009, Votorantim was named one of 100 companies from emerging countries capable of competing with multinationals
from developed nations, according to a Boston Consulting Group study4.
This recognition is the outcome of the company’s leadership in the markets
where it has operations, of its management model, and of its governance
and transparency policies.

With operations in 24
countries, Votorantim Industrial
posted a net income of R$23.3
billion in 2010

Headquarters of Cimpor, in which Votorantim Cimentos holds a stake.
Ebitda - earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization.
4
US-based international think tank. The study is conducted annually based on the economic
performance of the world’s leading companies.
2
3

Vision
Ensure growth and continuity as a major family group,
respected and recognized in the community it has operations
in, with a focus on creating economic, environmental, and
social value, through:

Management beliefs
The beliefs complement the Votorantim Identity and,
aligned with the values, drive the behavior and define the
management model:

• ethical values that guide a responsible business conduct;

CULTIVATING TALENTS - We believe in and trust people,

• highly competitive business;

so we invest time and resources cultivating our talents.

• search for creative, innovative solutions for its portfolio;
• people motivated to achieve high performance.

MERITOCRACY - We believe that people are unique and,
thus, deserve to be valued fairly and in accordance with
their deliveries.

Values

EXCELLENCE - We believe we can do more and

The values permeate all of Votorantim‘s actions, decisions, as

and simplicity.

does relationships with its audiences and the SEREU acronym:
SOLIDITY - Seek sustainable growth with the creation of value.
ETHICS - Act responsibly and transparently.
RESPECT - Respect for people and willingness to learn.

better, overcoming challenges with discipline, humility,

PRAGMATISM - We believe it essential to devote efforts to
what is relevant, objectively and without losing sight of the
whole and of the future.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP - Grow with courage to do,

OPEN DIALOGUE - We believe that an atmosphere of trust

innovate, and invest.

fosters open dialogue and freedom to speak and be heard,

UNION - The whole is stronger.

one in which the diversity of views builds better solutions.
ALLIANCE - We believe our success is the outcome of

Aspiration
• Long-term growth with sustainable development.

the joint construction, fortified by genuine relationships
and win-win alliances.
SENSE OF OWNERSHIP - We believe in those who
take-on responsibilities, who work with passion and walk

• Achieve world-class standards in operations and

the talk, celebrate achievements and turn mistakes into

management, comparable to the best global enterprises.

learning experiences.

GRI 4.8

Corporate governance

GRI 2.3
GRI 4.1

Votorantim’s model of Corporate Governance blends a family-held controlling stake with a base of executives to undertake its Business. Guided by a set
of principles, initiatives, and management structures capable of providing an
integrated vision and agile decision making, it brings together the best practices used in publicly traded and family-held companies and emphasizes the
long-term strategic vision for the business, focusing on results and meritocracy (see the Annual Report: http://www.votorantim.com.br/IR).

Committees:
1 -	Finance
2 -	Performance and Development
3 - DHO (human and organizational
development)
4 -	Sustainability VID
5 - Institute
6 -	Management System (Thematic Teams)

Board

Votorantim
Participações
(VPAR)
(1;2;3;5)

Votorantim
Industrial
(VID)
(1;2;5;3;4;6)
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Director Boards:
Audit (1)
Risk Management (1;4)
Votorantim Institute (4;5)
Legal (1)
Institutional Relations
Boards:
Human and Organizational Development (3;4;5)
Business Development (2)
Finance and Market Relations (1;2;4)
Legal (1)
Strategic Planning (2;4;5;6)
Information Technology
(*)

Votorantim
Cimentos (VC)

Votorantim
Siderurgia (VS)

(2;3;6)

(2;3;6)

Fibria
(2;3;6)

Citrovita
(2;3;6)

Votorantim
Metais (VM)
(2;3;6)
Votorantim
Energia (VE)

* Corporately, Citrovita is linked to VPAR

(2;3;6)

Sustainability Governance

Sustainability governance is carried out by committees made up of VID,
Votorantim Institute, and Business Unit employees.
The VID and Votorantim Institute Sustainability Committees propose guidelines that will be submitted to the Board of Directors for approval and, subsequently, disseminated to the Business Sustainability Committees.
The Sustainability Management is responsible for coordinating the actions
proposed by the committees and the thematic teams, consolidating the
information under a single platform.

Committee structure is as follows:
• VID Sustainability Committee
Responsible for validating the material issues, guidelines, and targets for
VID and the Businesses. Comprised of VID and Votorantim Institute corporate board members, it met half-yearly in 2010. From 2011, meetings will
be every four months to monitor the indicators, plans, and set corporate
policies regarding environmental issues, aligned to Votorantim’s Principles
of Sustainability.

VID Sustainability
Committee

GRI 4.9
GRI 4.10

Votorantin Institute
Committee

Business Sustainability
Committee

33
Reporting to
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Guidelines

• Business Sustainability Committee
Each business has established two Sustainability Committees: a GRI
Steering Committee, composed of the CEO and officers, and a GRI Management Committee, formed by managers appointed by the directors of
the Business, to manage the indicators and targets on sustainability-related
indicators and issues.

Profile and governance

• Votorantim Institute Committee
With direct ties to the Board of Directors, it approves the annual budget
and the strategic planning of actions to be taken in the social area. It has an
external adviser (BNDES) and meets quarterly.

Sustainability structure
• Corporate Sustainability Management
Established in 2010, this management is responsible for consolidating the
information and foreseeing challenges under a single platform. With a
cross-cutting role in setting goals and guidelines (corporate and operational), it coordinates actions proposed by the Sustainability Committee, other
corporate committees, and thematic teams.
• Votorantim Institute
Created in 2002, it aims to define and consolidate Votorantim’s social investments in the communities where we have operations. The Institute also
works to disseminate concepts of sustainability and encourage its practice
in Votorantim’s strategies.

Votorantim's
management
structure combines
the best practices of
public and familyowned companies
and prioritizes a longterm strategic vision

STRATEGY

Cement
Steel

Strategic choices
Global operations
End-to-end performance
in the value chain
Volume scale
and strategic location
Geographic diversification
and vertical products integration
Operations in South America
Have own operations or be long-term scrap
and pig iron suppliers
Competitive feedstock costs

Be among the major integrated
lower-cost producers and have global presence

Increase asset competitiveness and
expand the mineral reserve base

Availability of deposits
Competitive mining costs
Geographic diversification and
metals coming from mines and recycling
Operations in Brazil
Pursue new applications/markets for nickel
Volume scale and competitive costs
Operations in Brazil

Be a market leader in primary aluminum,
downstream, and recycling in Brazil

Availability of deposits and
increased use of renewable feedstock
Availability of clean energy
Manufacture of products with higher value added
Global operations

Remain the market leader and become
a preferred supplier of large customers

Consolidate itself as an orange
juice industry leader

Availability of own/incentive forest base
Volume scale
Studies for increased productivity,
innovation, and alternative use of wood
Global operations
Chain optimization
Volume scale
Expand the orange juice market
Operations in Brazil

Transportation of limestone - Rio Branco do Sul, PR

Contribute to increasing Unit competitiveness,
ensuring power and natural gas supply with
competitive pricing and managed risks

New power supply opportunities
Integrated management: generation/
consumption/efficiency
Energy optimization at the industrial operations

Strategy

Zinc

Increase the value-added
of the products (cutting and folding)
Global operations

Energy
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VID, together with its Business Units, determines the strategic directions to
achieve this goal, working under world-class standards of operational excellence and management. The economic growth routes are set pursuant to
each business’ characteristics. However, the challenges and commitments
to sustainability are common to all Businesses and are supported in the
Votorantim Management System and by the guidelines and goals set out in
the Strategic Planning.

To be a representative company in the
Latin American long steel market

Nickel

Based on the mapping of the main socioenvironmental impacts, we
committed to a series of actions to minimize negative consequences and
maximize the positive aspects of our activities (see: Challenges and Commitments, page 40). To Votorantim, this means that we will grow having
balance in the sustainability dimensions as a parameter and target.

To be one of the five largest building
materials companies in the world through
business verticalization and geographical
diversification of the business, using references
that ensure sustainable profitability.

Aluminum

GRI 1.2

Overall, Votorantim uses large amounts of renewable and nonrenewable
natural resources in its processes. Other impacts are also common and
considered by all Business: we are major energy consumers; greenhouse gas
(GHGs) emissions are intrinsic to some of our production processes; we own
and use large areas; industrial activity demands great responsibility with the
health and safety of our employees and third parties; we are aware of our
responsibility in the supply chain and of the social impacts we have on the
surrounding communities.

Aspirations

Fibria

Our growth aspirations for the coming years are very ambitious, and we
acknowledge that it will require efforts to raise the efficiency of our processes in order to mitigate the impacts.

Strategies for economic growth

Citrovita

Our business strategy
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Interaction with the environment
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a. MINING (VC, VM)
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B. EUCALYPTUS FOREST (FIBRIA)
c. SCRAP PLANT (VS)

g

e

d. ORCHARDS (CITROVITA)
e. VOTORANTIM PLANT
f.

HYDROELECTRIC POWER
PLANT (VE)

g. OTHER ENERGY FOR
PROCESSES (RENEWABLE
AND NON-RENEWABLE)

f

h. OWN EMPLOYEES AND
providers

n

n

i . SOLID WASTE / WASTEWATER
j.

m

EMISSIONS

k. COMMUNITY
l. PROTECTED AREAS
m. DISTRIBUTION CENTER
n. INDUSTRIAL CONSUMERS
o. TRADE
p.

END CONSUMERS�

Q.	suppliers�
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VID has been improving its management with respect to economic, social,
and environmental issues. To achieve this, we undertook a comprehensive
assessment of the key risks and opportunities common to the Businesses,
identifying our major challenges and establishing our commitments in the
light of the Principles of Sustainability, based on the aspirations of the Businesses and on the impact of our operations.
We identified nine critical issues, or materials, which will be detailed over
the report, showing our position for upcoming years. From 2011, we will
discuss our short- and long-term objectives and goals concerning these issues in the Strategic Planning.

Our
challenges
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Eco-efficiency
and
responsible
use of
resources

Reduce the
emissions
of the
greenhouse
gases (GHG)
generated
by industrial
activity

What we do

Our
challenges

• Expand the program to other Units, with annual
targets for improving energy consumption per ton
produced
• Develop plans for the expanded use of renewable
fuels and energy flexibility

• Study allowed for the transformation of waste
into raw materials or products: biological sludge
into fertilizer at Citrovita, aluminum electrolysis
vats as an alternative fuel at VC, burning tires
at CV, among others
• We use recycled (Steel Metallurgy) and alternate
materials (pozzolan at VC)

• Conduct studies with the aim of transforming waste
products or other inputs
• Maintain or increase the use of recycled and
alternative materials as production inputs

• We seek to optimize our production processes
• We inventory of our emissions and publish them
annually in the GHG Protocol Brazil
• We subscribed to the “Open Letter to Brazil on
Climate Change”

• Improve the investment guidelines for the choice of
options that promote the reduction greenhouse gas
emissions in 2011
• Foster inventory practices for the key suppliers and
internal discussions seeking to stabilize or reduce
specific carbon emissions in the Businesses in 2011

Supplier chain
management

• Our Code of Conduct addresses
Human Rights issues
• Contracts with key suppliers have clauses on forced
labor, labor equivalent to slavery or child labor
• Periodic assessment of our key suppliers, by our
Internal Auditors, concerning different aspects of
human rights

• Increase the mapping and monitoring of the supply
chain for human rights-related issues (including
forced labor or labor equivalent to slavery) in 2011
• Expand the practice of using the SA 8000 standard
for suppliers of all Businesses in 2011
• Initiate studies to develop a policy to expand input
purchases from local suppliers in 2011

Mapping
of the
biodiversity
in regions
where the
company has
operations

• Fibria surveys the fauna and flora and develops
programs for biodiversity

• Within five years, develop common practices, and
assess and monitor the biodiversity in VID’s areas

Our commitments

Occupational
health
and safety
management,
including
service
providers

• We have bolstered our training and monitoring
programs, particularly with regard to security

• Continue the Third-Party Management project and
enhance the monitoring of the existing occupational
hazards in 2011
• Reduce the annual frequency time loss accidents
among workers and service providers

People
development

• In 2006, we implemented the Votorantim Academy of
Excellence (Corporate University)
• We conduct a leadership Performance Assessment every
two years
• We have had a Trainee Program since 2005 and a Young
Professionals Program since 2009
• We have held the Organizational Climate Survey
since 2005

• From 2011, we will expand actions to make the
company more attractive and management more
inclusive
• Improve favorability in the Organizational
Climate Survey
• Improve the training program in order to attract and
prepare young professionals to join our staff
• Decrease turnover in supervisory and coordination
positions in the industrial areas
• Further expand the Academy of Excellence in North
America and South America

Development
of the
communities
where
we have
operations

• The Votorantim Institute supports the Businesses in
initiatives that contribute to the development of the
communities where we operate
• In 2010, we implemented the practices of the Business
Engagement Handbook at four Businesses: Cimentos,
Energia, Fibria, and Citrovita
• We created the Community Boards at four VC Units:
Laranjeiras (state of Sergipe), Sobradinho (Federal District),
Itaú de Minas (state of Minas Gerais), and Rio Branco do
Sul (state of Paraná)
• We signed intersectoral partnerships, including social
technologies and fund transfers, to implement income
generation and social development projects in education,
work, culture, sports, and guarantee of rights

• Initiate studies, in 2011, to build a matrix to identify
social impacts in the vicinity of operations.
• In 2011, implement the best practices of the
Engagement Handbook in four more municipalities, and
start five more community boards
• Start, in 2011, the implementation of a program
in partnership with the National Development Bank
(BNDES) to develop productive chains and income
generation in 27 municipalities and the partnership
with Banco do Brasil for joint sustainable regional
development opportunities in 10 municipalities
• Improve, in 2011, tools to measure results and the
impact of the investments in the communities

• Eco-efficiency is intrinsic to the development
of VID’s products
• Votorantim Siderurgia delivers the steel cut and bent
to the customer, eliminating costs and losses, increasing
quality at the construction site
• Votorantim Cimentos has, on its line of products,
solutions that eliminate waste at the construction site,
whether of mortar or concrete

• Encourage work between the Sales and Engineering
areas to optimize products and studies on our products
life cycles

Our commitments

• The Energy Efficiency Program, established in 2006,
is present in 40 units, representing 85% of VID’s
energy consumption

What we do

Sustainable
use of our
products

Governance
for
sustainable
growth and
development

• In 2010, we created the Corporate Sustainability
Management to centralize Business Unit practices and
disseminate corporate guidelines
• We have a diversified Business portfolio with high
standards of corporate governance
• Financial discipline is a premise of our actions
• Our annual goals include financial, environmental, and
social aspects
• We improved the assessment and management of the
impact our operations have on the communities with the
support of the Votorantim Institute
• We evolved in the governance of Votorantim Institute’s
Board, which now includes an external member, over and
beyond shareholders and company executives
• We hold an annual meeting for officers and presidents
to present social investment strategies aligned to the
challenges of each Business

• Establish, in 2011, corporate policies and guidelines
for VID and all Business Units
• Formal definition of the governance structure for the
sustainability issue in all businesses
• Prepare sector studies for the Businesses, focused on
identifying challenges and opportunities to support the
strategic planning and decision-making process
• Evolve in the integrated target proposition for
the senior leadership and executive levels, so the
economic, environmental, and social aspects are
taken into account
• Query the external stakeholders, from 2011, to
contribute in defining the challenges and commitments

Strategy

Challenges and commitments
of Votorantim Industrial
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MANAGEMENT

Votorantim Management
System (SGV)
To facilitate the implementation of the strategy, VID developed the Votorantim
Management System (SGV) aiming to:
• Capture synergies between the Businesses;
• Transfer skills among VID’s Businesses;
• Implement the best market practices.

Major actions undertaken at SGV
Rules for Assessment for supply, health, safety
2004
and environment, logistics, trade, finance, energy,
and production processes
Best practice manuals for the Production and
Maintenance, Six Sigma, Mining and Health, Safety
2005
and Environment procedures
Methodology to quantify operating improvements
Benchmarking database

To this end, we have the thematic team structure (groups of experts from
VID’s Businesses), under which the teams share the best practices and develop projects that benefit all Votorantim Businesses.

Best energy practice handbook
2006

SGV – Votorantim Management System

Thematic Teams
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Health, Safety and
Environment

Capex

Logistics

Supply

Maintenance

Energy

The thematic teams meet monthly to set actions and assess results attained
by the plans that have been drawn up. The Business chairmen committee
meets quarterly to monitor results and set general guidelines.

2007

Environmental Risk Management Program rolled-out
Best CAPEX practice handbooks revised
Best Six Sigma and Energy practice handbooks revised

2008

Maintenance practice training prepared
with the Votorantim Academy

2009
2010

Each team gets goals from the Management and Sustainability committees
annually, which are broken down for the Businesses

Environmental Risk Matrices
Corporate health and safety audit program rolled-out
Risk matrix applied at the main Units
Corporate health and safety audit program continued
Health and safety training prepared with the Votorantim Academy

Management

Best CAPEX, Merger & Acquisition (M&E),
and Value Added Management (GVA) Handbook

Chairmen Committee (Quarterly Meetings)

Operations
and Six Sigma

The first surveys of standardized energy
balance got underway
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GENERATION
OF VALUE

Generation of value

Business performance and perspectives

Principles of
sustainability 2 and 3
Have sustainability as

Votorantim Industrial is premised on an ethical relationship with all of its
stakeholders. Our business strategy is aligned with the Principles of Sustainability, which takes the interests of the shareholders, employees, customers, suppliers, and the community into account in its daily operations, aiming at mutual growth and development.

a strategy, guiding the
governance, management,
education, and investment
decisions - creating value.

In 2010, the Industrial Segment posted net revenues of R$23.3 billion, 16%
more than previous year. The EBITDA was R$5.8 billion, and investments
in CAPEX5 and M&A6 increased 14% over the previous year (more details:
http://www.votorantim.com.br/IR).
Votorantim is rated Investment Grade by the three main rating agencies – Standard
& Poor’s, Moody’s and Fitch Rating –, based on its performance, solidity, operating
improvements, financial discipline, and Business transparency. In March 2011, Fitch
Ratings revised the outlook to positive from stable as a result of the good operating
performance in 2010.

2010 was important for VID to pinpoint opportunities and consolidate
its sustainability practices: we enhanced our business, boosted our operations efficiency, created jobs, and strengthened our relationships with
our stakeholders.

Balanced portfolio

Consistently evolve
economic, social, and
environmental outcomes,
seeking efficiency and reliability
in operations, pursuant to

Evolving these practices is the main challenge for 2011, with the inclusion of the themes and commitments in the strategic planning cycle, and
formalization and development of corporate governance in short- and
long-term actions.

world class standards.

Check out VID’s Value-Added Distribution (DVA) in 2010:
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GRI ec1

Cement

Votorantim is the market leader in the Brazilian cement sector, and 8th in the world. The Business consists
of Votorantim Cimentos - VC (Brazil and Latin America), VCNA (North America), and Cimpor. VC’s net
income in 2010 was R$7.0 billion, while VCNA’s topped at R$1.5 billion. This performance has collaborated
with 49% to form VID’s EBITDA. VC’s EBITDA was up 13% compared to 2009. The growth in homebuilding and the operating efficiency account for this result.

Metals

The market leader in aluminum, zinc, and nickel in Brazil, and the world’s fifth largest zinc producer,
Votorantim Metais (VM) posted net earnings of R$7.9 billion and accounted for 28% of VID’s EBITDA.
VM’s EBITDA was 86% higher than last year’s. The key factors that resulted in this value include the recovery
of metal prices on the LME (London Metal Exchange), operating efficiency, and the addition of Milpo (Peru)
to VM’s portfolio.
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Revenue Distribution – Industrial Segment
(billion R$)

30.662
32.020

28.965

Steel

Votorantim Siderurgia (VS) ranks 3rd on the Brazilian market, and 2nd in Colombia and Argentina. With
R$3.6 billion in net earnings, the company contributed 12% to VID’s EBITDA in 2010. VS’ EBITDA surged
47% over 2009. The change in the Brazilian economy and market recovery in Latin America contributed to
this growth, despite the lower prices due to increased steel imports in the Brazilian market.

Fibria

Fibria is the world’s largest pulp market producer and posted net earnings of R$7.1 billion, 18% more than
last year. Its EBITDA came in at R$2.7 billion, while 29.3% this result contributed VID’s EBITDA. This growth
was a reflex not only of the strong demand, especially in Europe, causing a 29% increase in the average net
pulp price in Reais, but also of plant operating efficiency, which supplied all contracted demand.

Citrovita

Citrovita focuses on orange juice production. With the announced merger with Citrosuco, we will
be the world leader in the industry. In 2010, the company posted R$0.9 billion in net earnings and a
negative EBITDA of R$0.06 billion. A tight international market did not allow performance recoveries
to the expected levels.

Energy

Votorantim Energia (VE) is responsible for ensuring the supply and a competitive cost for energy for
the Businesses through investments in self-generation and in energy efficiency. We are the 3rd largest
private power generator in Brazil.

32,020

2010
2009
2008
Earnings
Operating Costs

2008

2009

2010

32.020

28.965

30.662

8.191

13.642

11.816

Salaries and Employee Benefits

1.999

1.797

1.702

Third Party Capital Compensation

18.437

2.738

6.313

Equity Capital Compensation

-1.255

4.088

4.198

4.648

6.700

6.633

Payments to Government

Generation of value

Votorantim Industrial's sustainable performance strategy, guided
by ethics in all of its decisions, is critical for the company's growth

5
6

Capex - Investments in infrastructure projects, aiming at growth and expansion.
Mergers & Acquisitions - investments in new operation acquisitions.

GRI 2.9

Over the next three years, VID expects to boost its cement production capacity by 43% to meet the booming Brazilian market. This will require the
installation of eight new integrated plants and three cement mills.

Strategic Planning Management
Our Strategic Planning (SP) is prepared at the Corporate (VID) and
Business levels.

As for the Metals Business, greater integration in the value chain strengthens the company’s competitive position, as it aims to develop new mining
projects in Peru, through Milpo, of which it acquired a controlling stake by
means of an IPO in August 2010.

At the Corporate level, business areas where Votorantim will work are defined, evaluated, and selected, and the emphasis that each area should get
is determined. The focus is on the allocation of resources among the Businesses, based on attractiveness and competitive position criteria.

In the aluminum sector, VID acquired, in October 2010, Metalex, enabling
our debut in the recycling industry. In addition, there are opportunities
for bauxite mining in Northern Brazil, proved the feasibility of low-cost
energy is proven.

In the Businesses, the SP is related to efficient resource use, to the organizational structure, and to operating strategy in chosen markets. These strategies are based on common macroeconomic assumptions and guidelines
provided by the Corporate level.

At Fibria, the focus will be on expanding the forest base, aiming at preparing the company for future expansions in pulp production.

The process involves three stages: Strategic Dialogue, Portfolio Analysis,
and Strategic Planning.

In January 2010, the Steel Business acquired a 50% interest in a rolling mill
under construction in the city of Três Lagoas (state of Mato Grosso do Sul)
from Sitrel. In Argentina, VS intends, in the coming years, to generate its
own power to ensure long steel production.

In the Strategic Dialogue, each Business discusses its strategy with the Corporate Board and with the Board of Directors broadly, analyzing the possible movements and implications the external environment provides. After
this analysis has been consolidated, each business gets a mandate detailing
the strategies to be pursued.
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Strategic moves

The second stage is the analysis of the investment portfolio by the Corporate Strategic Planning Board. The opportunities are compared to the
mandate that was established and to the value assessment tools, so that
the Board can approve the investments to be made by the Business Units.

In 2010, several strategic moves contributed to the growth of business,
such as the 21.2% stake in cement company Cimpor, which has units in
Europe, Africa, Asia, and Brazil; the announcement of the merger between
Citrovita and Citrosuco, making it the world leader in orange juice processing with superior quality, efficiency, and sustainability; the acquisition of
control of the Milpo mining company in Peru, affording great opportunities

With the investment options approved, the Businesses structure and quantify the five-year plan and, thus, set long-term goals for each Business. With
investment and five-year plan approved by the Board, the following year’s
budget is built. The variable remuneration targets for all organization levels
are then broken down under this budget.

in zinc and copper projects with low operating costs; the Metalex acquisition to enter the aluminum recycling industry; the announcement of the
expansion of the Três Lagoas II forestry unit with an expected increase of
1.5 t/year in pulp.
Furthermore, we added production capacity to Votorantim Metais in Cajamarquilla (Peru), increasing our annual production capacity to 320,000 t/y of
refined zinc, and opened another Votorantim Energia hydroelectric plant in
GRI 2.9

Salto do Rio Verdinho (Brazil) with an installed of 93 MW.
Votorantim’s financial reports detailing this information are available at:

www.votorantim.com.br/IR

We constantly seek to improve each of these processes, and from 2011, the
SP targets will also be linked to sustainability indicators, further increasing
our commitments in this regard.

Generation of value

An ethical
relationship with
everyone involved
in Votorantim's
activities is a primary
condition for
business success and
company growth
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CAPEX by Segment – 2010

Planning Process

Deployment/
Budget

Strategic Planning

Aspiration

Long-term
Goals

9%
41%

Short-term
Goals

Governance
Vision of the Industry
and Strategic Dialogue

Analysis of
the Portfolio

Aspirations and
Macro Guidelines

5-Year Plan

Budget Guideline
Deployment

LP Plans and Targets

CP Plans and Targets/ Investments

Analysis of competitors - Management and Indicators (GRI)
Adherence to the Principles of Sustainability and Material Issues
in relation to LP Plans

14%

Indicator Panel
Environmental
Budget

VID common and
business-specific Guidelines,
Plans and Goals

28%

Results
Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Metals
Cement
Steel

Pulp
Others

Generation of value

Management
Model

8%

Mngmt/
Consequences

Portfolio Day
The Capex5 area is responsible for reviewing and directing investments in
projects that contribute to Business growth and efficiency. Capex prioritizes
investment categories for expansion, modernization, and maintenance.
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Aspects of health, safety, environment, R&D (Research and Development),
and IT are considered within these priorities. In addition, we analyzed

Our products
Votorantim believes that rather than develop products with sustainable appeal, it is necessary to work in order to maintain sustainability in the daily
operations. To this end, we created operating strategies that study new technologies and globally-acknowledged practices that optimize resources and
reduce environmental impacts on production processes.
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the strategic alignment and return dimensions, which consider relevant
issues, such as growth potential and operating and market risks and external events.
The projects subject to investments for the next five years are presented
annually by the business units in an event dubbed “Portfolio Day,” during
which projects that will be priority for VID are selected.
To support this process, the CAPEX Thematic Team developed, together
with the Businesses’ technical areas, the CAPEX Manual, consisting of poli-

From this perspective, all businesses use alternative processes, creating opportunities for the development of new products. This position has brought,
over the last few years, important results to the company and the environment. For example, Votorantim Metais - through the Zero Waste project,
a management program for industrial waste derived from zinc processing
- developed the agricultural lime powder, a product used to improve crop
productivity. Marketed since 2007, limestone powder currently generates
some R$8 million in annual revenues, plus an annual storage savings of R$25
million. In the past, this material used to be discarded in landfill sites.

cies that guide project preparation and contain, for example, the detailed
market study and foundations that justify the investment .

The Cement Business has also invested in studies aimed at turning construction site waste into sand or gravel; it also has a project that turns rubber tires
into ecological concrete; it has studies for the implementation of the best
practices in reverse logistics; and also invests in social projects that encourage
art by recycling cement packages. In addition, we increased our participation
in mortar and concrete manufacturing, which significantly reduces waste at
the site. In production, this business area develops initiatives to reduce CO2
emissions in cement manufacturing, such as with the use of additives (slag
and pozzolan) to replace clinker (its main component).

GRI EN26

The Steel Metallurgy Business developed the “Obra Fácil” (Easy Work)
product, a service to market cut and bent steel, which provides more convenience and economy in construction. Under the craft system, steel losses
at works range from 7.8% to 18%. With the “Obra Fácil” product, it is possible to cut losses with leftovers by up to 10%.
Therefore, VID is constantly evolving in these initiatives so that the entire
industrial process be aimed to reduce the negative impacts of the activities, aiming to continuously improve business performance and, above all,
develop new products from the quality and social and environmental responsibility viewpoint.

Generation of value

GRI PR3

All VID products are labeled pursuant to the applicable law and standards and
parameters set forth by renowned domestic and internationally bodies. At Votorantim Siderurgia, for example, the specifications of the manufactured products are in line with the requirements set forth by the Brazilian Association of
Technical Standards (ABNT) and also with the international requirements of
the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) (see details in the links
provided in the Performance chapter – page 155).
Production procsses – Alumínio, SP
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Votorantim Industrial Production

Customer satisfaction

34.42

(Million of tons)

31.89
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We seek to satisfy our customers because they are the major drivers behind
the development of products that encompass three main factors: quality,
reliability, and innovation.

31.79

The customers’ perception regarding the products and services provided is
measured through periodic surveys, conducted by specialized companies
or in-house by the businesses. The Businesses’ Market Intelligence area is in
charge of managing the customer satisfaction indicator. This area keeps in
contact with outsourced research institutes and forwards survey results to
the various business areas, which are subsequently responsible for developing action plans to improve products, processes, and relationships.

2010
2009
2008
2008

2009

2010

Citrovita (orange juice)

0.25

0.28

0.26

VS (steel)

1.13

1.19

1.60

VM (aluminum, nickel, zinc)

1.04

1.04

1.16

Fibria (pulp)

4.37

5.19

5.1

VC (cement)

25.00

24.20

26.3

Note: including the sale of the Business’s main product.
Argentina and Colombia were also included for VS (not part of the GRI 2010 scope)

Each business has its own criteria to assess its customers’ satisfaction, allowing flexibility and focus according to the reality and particularity of their
products. For example, at Votorantim Cimentos, the Customer Service area
was reorganized based on the results of the satisfaction survey. Guided by
such results, regional cells were created to afford a more customized service. In 2010, VC carried out the satisfaction survey in 35 Brazilian regions.
More than 17,000 customers in the retail segment, accounting for 25% of
sales throughout Brazil, were surveyed. Six survey cycles were carried out (by
phone) over 2010.

Customer
satisfaction surveys
commissioned by
Votorantim guide
actions to improve
services and
develop products
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Partners should
know Votorantim
Industrial's values
and operate in a
manner consistent
with the principles
laid down in the
company's Code
of Conduct

We improve our relationships with our suppliers on an ongoing basis
and seek long-term partnerships in the procurement process. As a counterpart in the negotiations, we not only require suppliers to comply with
the laws in effect in their countries but also that they act ethically, responsibly, and safely. The partners should know VID’s values and operate in a manner consistent with the principles of the Code of Conduct.
All Businesses use Votorantim’s computerized Contract Management
system (GECON).
Good and service procurement by the Businesses follow corporate contractual guidelines aimed at shielding the company legally and also in terms of
human rights practices. Supplier selection criteria, in turn, is the responsibility of each Business.
In 2010, 80% of VS’ suppliers signed the SA 8000 Charter, a document
prepared based on the SA 8000 - an international standard on social responsibility, which includes requirements about relationships and working conditions - in which they agreed with a number of issues. Additionally, to ensure
there are no flaws in this process, the Unit grows its own forests to produce
charcoal, which is used in pig iron manufacturing, providing the feedstock to
its suppliers so they can produce the input.

In 2008, the company established the Risks Board, which is linked to the
Shareholders (VPAR Board) and which, acting together with the Audit Board,
reinforced risk management at our Businesses.
In 2010, a survey was carried out among Business directors and CEOs to pinpoint risk issues relevant to each business and, parallelly, hierarchy guidelines
have been set.
This allowed us to identify the top 10 risks per Business, which include the
impacts of financial market variables; risks related to operating processes;
risks of third parties in financial and commercial transactions; and, also, risks
derived from social and climate change impacts.
All corporate risks are mapped and rated based on categories in risk matrices,
according to the degree of criticality and impact on cost and considering
the economic, social, and environmental factors. This allows us to reassess
Votorantim’s insurance contracts. The contracts currently include clauses on
extreme events such as flooding.

Itapetininga, SP

GRI 1.2
GRI 4.11
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Risk Categorization
Event
Risks

• Acts of God (extreme events, catastrophic or not everyday events)
• Human element (political action and social and trade union movements)

Market
Risks

• Change in commodity prices
• Variation in exchange rates
• Variation in interest

Compliance
Risk

• Noncompliance with:
- Law (civil, tax, fiscal, labor and environmental)
- Industry regulations
- Internal Policies and rules
• Contracts and Mergers & Aquisitions

Operation
Risk

Processing oranges,

GRI 4.6

Generation of value

Influencing the value chain

Risk management

VID Business Units

GRI PR5

At Citrovita, the latest survey showed positive results in the Logistics item (driver courtesy and truck maintenance); however, the lead time score was low, a
fact that spurred an action plan that will be implemented in 2011. (GRI PR5)
(see performance – page 155).

At Citrovita, meanwhile, fruit vendor spot contracts (sporadic) include clauses
that contain social and environmental criteria.

Greater potential impact on

Based on Votorantim Metais survey results, the aluminum segment restructured its trade area, creating the Business Planning area to pursue excellence
in customer service, with greater speed and accuracy. In the Nickel segment,
meanwhile, the flow of information on production planning was reviewed
using management tools such as the POVE, the Portuguese acronym for Operation, Sale, and Inventory Planning.

• Equipment failures
• System failures
Process • Human error (intentional
Risks
and unintentional)
• Process failures
• Internal and external fraud

• Variation in economic indicators
• Counterpart credit risk
(in financial operations)

Treated in the scope of SGV

SSMA	Maintenance
CAPEX	Supplies
Logistics	Energy
Operation management

• Economic scenarios
• Customer demand/need
Business • Competition monitoring
Risks
• Uncertainties of business environment
• Credit risks: customer or supplier failure to meet
an obligation (trade operation)

The company's
Code of Conduct
is disseminated
through campaigns
and in-house
training in all
Business areas

Code of Conduct
Ethics is a fundamental value at Votorantim. Its decisions and relationships
are based on responsible, transparent operations deriving from a commitment made with the society.
Since 2005, Votorantim’s Code of Conduct is disseminated in the integration
of new employees and in the refresher courses (continuing education) offered
through internal training at all Business Units. Additionally, the Code of Conduct is available on the Votorantim Portal in different languages, contributing to
spread it among employees and contractors, business partners, suppliers, and
other stakeholders, considering the geographical diversity of the Businesses
(see Code: http://www.votorantim.com.br/en-us/ouvidoria/codigoconduta).

Generation of value

GRI SO3

In 2010, the Code of Conduct was revised, enhancing the management on
the subject. An extensive publicity campaign was conducted and the code
was made available to all employees. Specific training courses were held, including issues on the anticorruption policies and procedures. In 2010, about
45% of the employees got this training, which continues in 2011 to ensure
the full dissemination of the Code.
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Employee, Itaú de Minas, MG

The ombudsman channel is managed by the Business Conduct Committee
and by the Corporate Committee. Cases that indicate possible risks related to
corruption, fraud, embezzlement or illegal acts are investigated periodically.
In this process, preventive action is determined in audits defined under the
Coverage Map, which guarantees assessment in all Businesses. Corrective actions, meanwhile, result from the system of complaints received by the ombudsman’s office (telephone 0800-891-1729 - Votorantim’s communication
channel with its stakeholders) (see the Respect for People chapter, page 92).
Eucalyptus nursery - Três Lagoas, MS

GRI SO2

Corporate audit
This topic is managed by the Business Units’ Conduct Committees and by
the Corporate Committees. Each business has three representatives on the
Conduct Committee (Ombudsman’s Office), one being the system administrator, who has access to the complaints of their units. In general, the
Business Committee comprises the CEO, the legal officer or manager, and
the DHO officer or manager.
The Corporate Committee is composed of VID’s DHO officer, of the Support Board for the Executive Board and of VPAR’s Manager of Internal Audits, who has access to the complaints of all Businesses, receiving them
simultaneously to the receipt by the Units’ Committees. Meetings are held
bimonthly among the representatives of all committees. Such meetings are
also attended by the Corporate Committee. The cases received, the results,
the changes made to the structure, and procedure standardization, among
Generation of value

other relevant issues, are discussed in the meetings.
Throughout 2010, 118 audits were held at Votorantim, which resulted
in 41 valid occurrences. Of this total, 38 cases involved terminations or
punishment for corruption, and three supplier contracts that were not renewed. All cases were treated according to the measures provided for in
GRI SO4
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the Code of Conduct.

Loading orange juice at the Citrovita Terminal, Port of Santos, SP
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Results of the Corporate Audit Actions

Fair trade practices

89

Votorantim Industrial is in strict compliance with all laws and rules established by the Administrative Council for Economic Defense (Cade) and regulatory agencies in Brazil and their equivalents in other countries, both with
regard to the sale and to the acquisition of equity interest. These operations
are reviewed by the Corporate Counsel and the Corporate Risk Committee.

38

41
26

3

17

2009
2008
Employees dismissed or disciplined for corruption
Contracts not renewed due to corruption

2010

Even though it acts in accordance with legal requirements, Votorantim was
taken to court for the investigation of competition issues in the Cement,
Steel, and Citrovita Units, and the decisions regarding such procedures are
still pending. The company is cooperating fully to resolve all issues.

GRI SO7

ENVIRONMENTAL
EFFICIENCY

Environmental efficiency
Votorantim Industrial seeks to evolve sustainability in the
management of its Business continuously. To achieve this, it invests
in the best practices in the daily activities of its operations
Principles of
sustainability 1 and 3
Be acknowledged by the society
as a socially and environmentally

Acting with a diversified business portfolio in the industrial sector, VID reinforces its commitment and responsibility towards the environment, continually investing in research and in adopting new technologies. These initiatives seek to prevent and mitigate environmental impacts and to evolve in
contributing to society and to generating economic value.

responsible company.
Consistently evolve economic,
social, and environmental
outcomes, seeking efficiency and
reliability in operations, pursuant

Given the latent discussion on climate change, in recent years we have focused efforts to inventory and reduce our emissions of greenhouse gases.
Each year, VID’s business units publish the GHG Inventory Report and, in conjunction with the analysis of the Units’ Energy Balance, they identify potential
projects that can increase energy efficiency and reduce our emissions.

to world class standards.

In 2010, Votorantim Energia concentrated its efforts on research and studies to develop wind and sum power generation projects and intensified the
Energy Efficiency Program at the Units. Furthermore, the waste management program has introduced opportunities for developing new products
and alternative sources of feedstock for the production processes, which
represents cost savings, revenue generation, and the minimization of natural resource consumption and environmental impacts.
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Regarding environmental investments, about R$310 million (166 million in CAPEX and 144 million in OPEX) 7 were earmarked for initiatives related to consolidating sustainability at the Business Units, including reforestation, conservation, environmental education, and resource management activities.

Capex – Investments in infrastructure projects, aiming at growth and expansion.
Opex - Investments in projects designed to maintain and improve the company’s physical assets
(maintenance).

7
7

Investment in Environmental Protection
(R$ million)

310

305
202

5.4%
4.0%
2.8%
2010
2009

TOTAL investment

2008

2009

2010

10,700

5,100

5,800

Environmental inv. (million)
Environmental Inv. / total Inv.

305

202

310

2.8%

4.0%

5.4%

Environmental efficiency

2008

Power consumption
66
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Votorantim Industrial has a corporate energy management, under which each
Business is responsible for implementing the actions. Management is guided by
five pillars: Energy Flexibility (identification and use of new technologies); Quality,
Reliability, and Continuity Management, Socioenvironmental Management, Use
Management, and Demand and Consumption Planning.
Votorantim Energia is responsible for the Energy Thematic Team, which manages
the Energy Efficiency Program, which, in turn administers the power and natural
gas procurement and contracts to meet all industrial units’ short-, medium- and
long-term supply needs. Furthermore, it acts as the manager of Votorantim’s
own hydroelectric plants and of those it holds in consortia.
2010 was dedicated to the consolidation of relevant studies on energy efficiency projects based on biomass and wind and to their inclusion in the 2011
budget. Of the total energy (direct and indirect8) used by the VID Business Units
during the year, 60% came from renewable sources.
Electricity is VID’s only source of indirect energy and, in 2010, 6.6 TWh were
generated by 22 owned hydroelectric plants and by 13 in which the company
holds stakes in Brazil, over and beyond cogeneration at a few Units.
Direct energy: energy generated from primary sources such as natural gas for heating.
Indirect energy: energy consumed by the organization through the use of electricity.

8
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Cement: At Votorantim Cimentos there was a 0.85% increase in specific energy consumption. The main reason for this outcome were the market conditions
in 2010. To meet the heated demand and prevent market shortages, it was
necessary to run idle and less efficient units. This caused the 5.12% increase in
the amount of thermal energy consumed compared to 2009.

Votorantim Metais and Siderurgia operations are VID’s biggest electric energy consumers. The efforts made under the energy efficiency program helped
to reduce consumption by 2.65% and 3.37%, respectively, compared to the
previous year.

Citrovita: The Catanduva Unit (state of São Paulo) started operating with
100% renewable energy from biomass with a boiler which accepts various
types of organic waste for burning.

In 2010, VID’s total energy consumption (direct and indirect) was 256 million
GJ. VID also uses thermal energy in its production processes. The following
factors influenced the Business Units’ power consumption:

Fibria: At the Jacareí Unit (state of São Paulo), due to the unscheduled shutdown of a power generation turbine (steam), there was an increase in the use
of electricity purchased.

Metals: At Votorantim Metais, the limelight was on the use of electric boilers
to produce steam in Niquelândia (state of Goiás) and the work done to determine the most efficient way to produce steam at Três Marias (state of Minas
Gerais), which uses 100% clean and renewable energy.
Steel: At Votorantim Siderurgia, the highlight was an energy efficiency project designed to analyze the LCP (Continuous Section Laminator) production
process in Barra Mansa (state of Rio de Janeiro), which afforded power use
reductions from 170 kWh/t to 110 kWh/t.

Energy Matrix

256

(million of GJ)

Non-Renewable

15

232
218

16

63

17

58

54

13
19
6

12
22
5

15
19
5

68

20

18

2009

Characteristic of the Energy Matrix VID

40%
41.8%
43.2%
60%

Steel teeming - Resende, RJ

Renewable

NG
Renewable

43

Purchased EE - Incentivized
Sources / Other Sources
Generated EE

2008

2008

NR Low Emission

Black Liquor

2010

52.8%

Oils

20

37

39

Coke

Other Renewable Inputs

63

51

Votorantim invests
in technologies
to reduce energy
consumption at
industrial plants
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Other Non-Renewable Inputs

58.2%

2009
Non-Renewable

2010

Environmental efficiency

The Salto do Rio Verdinho Plant, on the Verde River, in Itarumã (Goiás)
went on stream in early 2010, with 93 MW of installed capacity and wholly
owned by Votorantim. Self-sufficiency in power (HPs + SHPs + Cogeneration) closed the year at 68%.
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Use of alternative fuels in the operations
Tire coprocessing at Votorantim Cimentos
Votorantim Cimentos has an advanced technology to use tire rubber as fuel

Efficient energy
Given its importance in our processes, energy efficiency has always been
the focus of attention. All new expansion projects apply the best technologies available for thermal and electrical efficiency.

in its furnaces. In 2010, the company coprocessed just over 85,000 tons of
this waste at the Brazilian units, 6,285 tons more than in 2009.
The Unit that pioneered this process was Cimento Rio Branco, located in the
city of Rio Branco do Sul (state of Paraná), which started testing coprocessing
in 2001. With this initiative, in 2003, the company won the National Confederation of Industry (CNI) Award in the Ecology category. Other Units adopt this
process: Cantagalo (state of Rio de Janeiro), Sobral (state of Ceará), Nobres

The monitoring of the energy consumption of all Business Units guides the
investments made under the Energy Efficiency Program. The program currently covers 40 industrial units and expansion is being planned for the other
8 units in the upcoming years. Energy efficiency and flexibility opportunities diagnoses and their reviews currently have a portfolio of 70 projects. Of
these, 29 have been approved with a budget of R$24.7 million since 2007,
and investments in the order of R$4.2 million have been foreseen for 2011.

(state of Mato Grosso), Itaú de Minas (state of Minas Gerais), Sobradinho (FedSul), and Salto de Pirapora (state of São Paulo).
Biomass Boiler in Catanduva
In 2009, Citrovita started building of a biomass boiler at the Catanduva
Unit to replace non-renewable fuel. In 2010, the power generator associ-

We closed the year with specific energy consumption at the same levels of
2009, despite the increase in production volume.

GRI EN5

From 2007 to 2010, the program afforded savings of 5.9 million GJ, sufficient to
supply a city with more than 300,000 inhabitants for a year. This afforded savings of R$48.2 million for VID.

ated with the boiler went into full operation. The capacity to operate with
bagasse (sugarcane, orange, etc.) allows the Unit to choose the input that
best meets its needs, according to availability, performance, and cost, allowing for the generation of 16 MW of electric power for consumption by
the Unit and the export of the surplus production.

Energy Saved
(million of GJ)

5.92

0.025
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1.27

Self-sufficiency at Fibria
The pulp production process produces a fluid known as black liquor, re-

0.96

sulting from the cooking of the timber to remove components that are
unwanted in the pulp manufacturing process. Fibria’s three facilities use

3.66

this waste as fuel in their production processes, and the Aracruz (state of
Espírito Santo) and Três Lagoas (state of Mato Grosso do Sul) Units are selfsufficient in energy, obtained through black liquor, biomass coming from
eucalyptus, fuel oil, and natural gas. In 2010, Fibria generated 3,086 GWh
GRI EN26

of electricity internally.
2008
2007
Energy saved

2009

Environmental efficiency

eral District), Caaporã (state of Paraíba), Corumbá (state of Mato Grosso do

2010

Accumulated

Climate change
Votorantim Industrial develops a set of initiatives that seek to map climate
change-related risks and opportunities. The risks related to these changes
are considered in the risk management and rated as extreme events or regulatory requirements.
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Environmental efficiency

As support in singling out opportunities, VID prepares GHG emissions
inventories for each of its business annually based on the GHG Protocol.
These inventories are prepared based mainly on data from the energy balance. Carbon inventory management is a corporate responsibility issue assigned to the Sustainability Management. The data are kept in a portal to
which all Votorantim Industrial leaders have access, thus ensuring internal
transparency and the full management of the activities. In 2007, Votorantim
was one of the companies that took part in the preparation of the GHG
Protocol Brazil. The inventory has been published annually since 2008, (covering scopes 1, 2, and 3), and in 2010 started being audited (see details:
www.ghgprotocolbrasil.com.br).
Also in 2009, we helped draft the “Open Letter to Brazil on Climate Change,”
an important document prepared by several companies showing a number
of commitments designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. By doing so,
we made our commitment to sustainability public, and this enabled us to take
another step toward seeking the society’s recognition of our responsible action (see VID’s Participation in Public Policies, page 122).

Capim Branco TEP, Araguaí, MG

Votorantim
maps risks and
opportunities related
to climate change
and invests in
alternative
energy use

Energy Flexibility Program
Votorantim’s ability to use different energy sources to meet its consumption
needs creates benefits for its business, such as: increased energy security,

By this, we not only comply with the legislation9, but also have studying and
defining corporate goals as a strategy. Among our business units, Votorantim
Cimentos has already set voluntary reduction targets (as a signatory of the
global agreement called the Cement Sustainability Initiative – CSI). The goal is
to slash the specific CO2/t emissions by 15% to 20% by 2012 as compared to
1990. By 2010, we had achieved a reduction of 15.7%.

cost reductions and, possibly, lower greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
In Niquelândia (state of Goiás), we invested in steam production by means
of electric boilers. The power cost X benefit X availability balance is constantly monitored to enable its use, which avoids the use of oil-fired boilers
and, thus, allows for a smaller carbon footprint.

Another initiative that contributes to GHG emissions reductions and to encourage the alternative energy market in Brazil is participating in the incentivized
energy auctions held by the National Electric Energy Agency of Brazil (ANEEL).
In 2010, 74 GWh of electric energy coming from alternative sources, provided
by Small Hydropower Plants (SHP), wind farms, and solar or biomass plants,
were purchased, a move that afforded a benefit of R$2.6 million.

At the Niquelândia (state of Goiás) and Três Marias (state of Minas Gerais)
Units, replacing fuel oil for electricity in steam production prevented about
154,500 tCO2eq and 50,200 tCO2eq, respectively, in GHG emissions. Besides this environmental benefit, Niquelândia saved R$2.2 million under this

GRI EN26
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initiative in 2010.

In Brazil, the National Climate Change Policy, enacted in December 2009, sets the goal of
reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 36.1% to 38.9% in 2020. Meanwhile, the State of São
Paulo Climate Change Policy, enacted in September 2009, set a target to cut GHG emissions by
20% by 2020, as compared to 2005 emissions.

9

GRI EC2
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The figures provided below represent the projected credits in CDM projects.
The three projects that have been approved have a mitigation potential of
71,000 tCO2/year, generating estimated revenues of R$1.5 million/year10.

Unit

Project Title

Reductions tCO2eq/year

Status

Catanduva

Replacement of
Fossil Fuel

Estimation of 20,000 to 100,000

PDD preparation

Pedra do Cavalo

HPP in existing reservoir

59,485

Cubatão

Fuel replacement

2,074

Salto Pilão
(Plant in Consortium)

HPP with a low rate of
deforestation for reservoir
(Project developed as VCS Voluntary Market)

Estimated at 290,876 tCO2eq/year

Project approved by VCS in
November/2010 - Awaiting
first check

Três Marias

Heat Recovery

10,245

Project approved by UNFCCC
in December/2010

Niquelândia

Energy Efficiency

21,764

DOE Report Review

Niquelândia

Heat Recovery

53,197

DOE Report Review

Energy Efficiency

6,562 (corresponding to 2007
to 2010

Units participating
in the Energy Efficiency
Program

Pending the issuance of the
2nd period of CERs
Pending the issuance of the
2nd period of CERs

• Greenhouse gases
Reducing greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) is a relevant issue for Votorantim
Industrial. We seek, for all our Business Units, alternatives that not only reduce
our emissions per ton of product, but also generate business opportunities.
Votorantim Industrial’s absolute emissions totaled 22.5 million tons of carbon.
The Cement Business has been the main contributor to this increase due to the
rising demand for Brazilian cement for infrastructure works and housing, fueled
by the Brazilian Federal Government’s Growth Acceleration Program (PAC).
This has also impacted VID’s specific emissions, but our operations continue to
seek the lowest emissions per ton of product in their sectors. Today, Votorantim
Cimentos has a gross CO2 emissions level per ton of cement of 669 kg CO2/t,
very close to the global average of 665 kg CO2/t (2008 base year) among the
biggest producers in the world who are CSI signatories. These data can be accessed at: www.wbcsdcement.org/gnr-2008/index.html e www.votorantimcimentos.com.br/hotsites/sustentabilidade_2007/port/index.htm

GRI EN16
GRI EN17

Environmental efficiency

GRI EC2

• Opportunities on the Carbon Market
Encouraged by VID, the business units study and/or implement projects that
fall within the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) concept. In 2009, VID
marketed 106,967 tons of carbon related to CDM projects in Pedra do Cavalo
(state of Bahia) and Cubatão (state of São Paulo), sold to British bank J Aron &
Company for R$5.3 million. Another project was approved in 2010, this time
at the Três Marias Unit (state of Minas Gerais).

Total emissions
(million tCO2eq)

Scope 1

22.50

Soil - Nitrogenated fertilizer;
Soil - Limestone; Waste Treatment

19.54

Process

19.32

Program in progress

Mobile sources - Owned
Stationary Combustion
Scope 2

For more information on CDM projects, see:
http://cdm.unfccc.int/Projects

MDL projects: Pedra do Cavalo Hydroelectric Power Plant

Electric Energy
Scope 3

Located between the cities of Governador Mangabeira and Cachoeira

Mobile sources - Outsourced

(state of Bahia), the hydroelectric plant was built on a pre-existing reservoir,
which is used to meet the water supply needs of the city of Salvador. With
this initiative, the reservoir now generates power without the environmental impact caused by flooding new areas.
2008

2010

2009

With an installed capacity of 160 megawatts (MW), the plant generates
4% of the energy available in the state of Bahia. This project contributes
to clean development and generates carbon credits, a part of which have
already been traded on the international market. By 2010, the project

Scope 2

avoided the emission of 342,000 tCO2eq. Another project, deployed at the

2008

2009

2010

1,054,298

962,641

608,010

1,177,481

Stationary Combustion

6,189,920

7,545,773

7,201,925

8,491,052

312,835

501,863

472,154

486,613

Mobile Sources - Owned

Votorantim Cimentos unit in Cubatão (state of São Paulo), has substituted

9,406,219

9,620,342

9,861,348

10,569,319

Waste Treatment

0

0

0

50,971

for a reduction of 2,074 tCO2eq/year. Furthermore, it is safer to transport

Soil - Limestone

5,935

28,289

53,923

27,172

gas than fossil fuels.

Soil - Nitrogen Fertilizer

14,055

44,236

28,099

26,262

Scope 3

Mobile Sources - Outsourced

509,262

615,173

1,311,473

1,667,639

TOTAL

tCO2eq

17,492,523

19,318,316

19,536,932

22,496,510

fuel oil for natural gas in the blast furnace slag dryer. Using this input allows

10

2007
Electric Energy

Considering the quotations of €10/tCO2.

Scope 1

Process
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• Other gases and emissions
We have also focused efforts on reducing the emissions per ton of product
from other gaseous pollutants such as NOx, SOx, and particulate matter (PM).
In 2010, the CBA Unit in the city of Alumínio (state of São Paulo), invested in
closing the furnaces rooms and in installing an emissions treatment system.

(million tCO2eq)

2010
2009
2008

tCO2 equiv
tCO2/ton product
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2008

2009

2010

19,318,316

19,536,932

22,496,510

0.608

0.613

0.654

Votorantim’s diversified portfolio also encompasses forestry-based operations that sequester carbon. Scientific studies calculate the sequestered carbon
factor per species during their growth and, based on the extent of forested
area, the volume of CO2 sequestered is determined. Most of this sequestration
comes from Fibria, which accounted for 20.9 million tons of CO2 sequestered in
2010. However, in 2010, there was a decrease in tCO2eq sequestration due to
the sale of the Guaíba Unit.

At Votorantim Cimentos, 20 operating units monitor gas emissions (NOx and
SOx) and 25 particulate matter (PM) continuously. The process is linked to the
central control system which allows for optimal emissions management. We
set a voluntary target of 5% reduction in the emissions of NOx and SOx in
201211 (compared to the data for 2000, the target for which has already been
reached). The target also includes installing continuous monitoring at the units
in operation and is included in the global CSI agreement. For the new cement
units, in addition to the local law, we use the best practices described in the
World Bank’s reference manual12.
Several actions are carried out aimed at reducing NOx, SOx, and PM emissions
at Votorantim Siderurgia. The Resende Unit (state of Rio de Janeiro), inaugurated in mid-2009, is fitted with cutting-edge emissions treatment equipment.
In Barra Mansa (state of Rio de Janeiro), the steel mill filter system was upgraded,
reducing particulate matter emissions. In addition, air quality is analyzed by three
automatic monitoring stations located at high points of the city.

GRI EN26

GRI EN20

Emissions (NOx, SOx, and PM)
77

(ton)

Carbon Balance VID
(million tCO2eq)

-22.49

2010

20.31
2009
2008

2010
26.42

-19.53
2009

2008
Total Emissions

2008

2009

2010

ton Emissions NOx, SOx, PM

59,405

63,234

67,690

ton emissions / ton product

0.00187

0.00198

0.00197

21.84

-19.31

Sequestration

Note: In 2010, there was a decrease in tCO2eq sequestration due to the sale of the Guaíba Unit (Fibria)

Environmental efficiency

Emissions - Greenhouse Gases (CO2)

Note: The data do not include Fibria (their report only had data for 2009)
11 Details on the reduction of NOx, SOx, and PM:
www.votorantim-cimentos.com.br/hotsites/sustentabilidade_2007
12 The World Bank suggests maximum levels of GHG emissions. Read more about it in
“POLLUTION PREVENTION AND ABATEMENT FOR CEMENT INDUSTRY”:
http://www.wbcsdcement.org/pdf/tf4/PPACI.pdf

Votorantim Cimentos
has set a target to
reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by
5% in 2012

as: mitigation of local air emissions, reduction in the loss of biodiversity, and
the conservation of soil and ecosystems affected by mining.

Material consumption
One of the critical items of our business strategy refers to conscientious material and resource use. The Businesses manage the materials used in our
operations in accordance with the need and relevance for their productions.

GRI EN1

All Business Units were included in the preparation of the materials used
indicator, but it must be noted that only the primary materials used in the
production process were considered.

Votorantim Siderurgia has used scrap in its production process since 1995.
Scrap is currently the primary feedstock for steelmaking, an alternative that
benefits the environment because it reduces the amount of waste and materials discarded in landfills, it reduces areas that are degraded because of
raw material extraction, and generates income for waste collectors.

GRI EN26

GRI EN2

Recycling Materials Used per Ton Produced
Consumption of the Main Materials Year: 2010

(tons)

(million of tons)

34.06
21.82

15.0

16.34

2.86

0.84

2.52

3.23

Environmental efficiency

99.12

2.45

2010
2009
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We encourage the optimal use of these materials, setting improvement
targets and determining the use of alternative feedstock, which includes
products coming from Recycling at the Steel, Metals, and Cements Business Units which permit such use.

GRI EN2

In 2010, with the acquisition of Metalex, VM also went on to recycle
approximately 27,600 tons of scrap and also recycles scrap materials
from the process.
At Votorantim Cimentos, the company reduces the amount of clinker (an
intermediate product prepared with lime) in cement production using additives. In 2010, 8.9% of the cement production derived from these additives.
This favors lower carbon emissions (CO2) and helps increase the lifespan of
the limestone deposits, affording significant environmental benefits such

Scrap yard - Resende, RJ

79
2009

2010

3,497,847

3,744,431

0.1097

0.1088

Furnaces free of CO2 emissions
Two Votorantim Cimento units are already fitted with Pozzolan furnaces:
Porto Velho (state of Roraima) and Nobres (state of Mato Grosso). The main

In 2010, VID generated a total of 1.4 million tons of waste, increased by the
inclusion of a few transactions in its portfolio (mainly the Aracruz (state of
Espírito Santo), Resende (state of Rio de Janeiro), and Três Lagoas (state of
Mato Grosso do Sul) units) in the past couple of years.

GRI EN22

input used in this type of furnace is the pozzolanic clay, a raw material that
does not emit CO2 derived from limestone calcination. Using part of this
input in cement production reduces CO2 emissions by an estimated 50%;

Total weight of waste generated and discarded
(tons)

furthermore, it affords significant cost savings for the business.

1,366,838

The Porto Velho industrial complex was inaugurated in 2009 to cater mainly
971,747

to the works of the Madeira River hydroelectric power plant dams and it
operates only with pozzolan furnaces.
703,038

The volume of clinker that is used is negligible and takes place in the Noble
Unit, where a pozzolan furnace was built recently and will also help increase

Environmental efficiency

local cement production and to reduce carbon emissions per ton produced.
In 2010, we achieved an average of approximately 400 kilos of CO2 per ton
of cement produced, while a conventional furnace surpasses 800 kilos of
CO2, and furnaces used by the most sustainable companies in the industry
GRI EN26

belonging to the CSI emit upwards of 650 kilos per ton of cement produced.
2008

80

Waste management
In the short term, waste management manages storage, processing, and
disposal; in the long term, it is aimed at mitigating impacts, bearing responsibility for environmental liabilities, and seeking the responsible use of
natural resources.

2010

2009
2008

2009

2010

Hazardous

141,822

116,000

105,479

Non-Hazardous

561,216

855,748

1,261,359

Total

703,038

971,747

1,366,837

Residues Generated x ton product

0.02211

0.03047

0.03971
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Organic fertilizer
Citrovita invests in developing techniques that contribute to managing its waste.

GRI EN26

The Environment Thematic Team is in charge of ensuring that these actions
are carried out and, also, for proposing new alternatives for the Businesses. The operations invest in technology to turn waste into energy and new
products, generating cost savings and, thereby, increase revenue (see cases:
Energy, page 67, and Products, page 53).

The Wastewater Treatment System in operation at the Matão and Araras Units

The Units use the Environmental Performance Index (IDA) to consolidate the
figures related to waste generated, which are reviewed periodically to seek
solutions. The disposal method is defined pursuant to the requirements set
forth under the current legislation and to the assessment of the risks involved in this process.

In pursuit of eliminating its environmental impact, Citrovita implemented a com-

generate the so-called biological sludge. When suitably transformed into an organic compost, this waste becomes an agricultural fertilizer. At the Catanduva
Unit, ash coming from the process of burning biomass in boilers and hot gas
generators also has the same agricultural use.

posting plant to treat the waste and use it as an alternative source of nutrients
and organic matter. This allows it to use the waste free of environmental risk.
This organic compound is used exclusively on farms controlled by Votorantim
and complies with the limits imposed by the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock

These practices are the outcome of an internal waste policy that is in line
with the National Policy on Solid Waste, which contributes to defining future initiatives and commitments.

and Supply. By using organic fertilizer, it is estimated that Citrovita will slash its
costs with chemical fertilizer purchases by at least 30% - or R$331,000 - per year.

GRI EN26

The Catanduva Unit, belonging to the Citrovita Business, created the Water
Use Reduction Plan (PRUA). For next year, the goal is to decrease consumption by approximately 35%. To achieve this, the unit uses the water coming
from fruit extraction in the concentrate juice production process, known as
vegetable condensate, to wash fruit and clean equipment. In 2010, water
uptake from the vegetable condensate plant was 725,000 cubic meters. In
addition, the company will reuse plantation water and substitute common
hoses for pressure systems.
Water disposal management is also done through the IDA (the Environmental Performance Index). Each unit sends the data on its wastewater generation, based on
which the parameters are monitored.

GRI EN26

GRI EN21

Destination of the Water

184,402,027

Wastewater treatment plant - Três Lagoas, MS

141,551,110

136,623,791

Water resource management
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Based on the third principle of sustainability, we manage water resources
through our businesses, which are responsible for defining actions to optimize water consumption and to reduce the impacts of wastewater disposal
in the water body.

GRI EN8

Water consumption is monitored at the Business Units based on information
prepared and consolidated in the Environmental Performance Index (IDA).
Additionally, the results and improvement actions are discussed in reviews
done of the Units’ Environmental Management System (SGA) and during
meetings held by VID’s Environmental Thematic Teams. The total water consumption in 2010 topped-out at 188 million cubic meters.

2010
2008

2009

Water recirculation

The unit that consumed the most was Fibria, at 156 million cubic meters. Over
the past two years, VID intensified its measurement of data at all Business Units,
including new operations, which reflects the volume of consumption reported.

Companhia Brasileira de Alumínio (CBA) built a pond to store up to 75
million liters of water, which collects all of the Unit’s industrial wastewater
and rainwater. After treatment, the stored water is used in the production

GRI EN26

Aiming to reduce the consumption of this resource, VID invests mainly
in projects designed to recirculate the water used in its processes and in
environmental education and employee awareness campaigns regarding
conscientious water use. At Votorantim Metais, the reduction program
allowed for a 23% decrease in water consumption in 2010 compared to
the previous year.

Environmental efficiency

(m3)

process, reducing uptake from the Pirajibu Stream (which crosses several
cities around Alumínio, in the state of São Paulo). Furthermore, CBA has
two Water Treatment Stations through Plants (ETAPs) and a pit to capture
groundwater that provide the water used by areas such as boilers, anodizing, and also for human consumption. CBA recirculates the water through
a closed circuit, which replenishes the system with water from the pond.

At the Vazante Unit, there are initiatives designed to recirculate water in

GRI EN26

the industrial process. Today, the unit recirculates 100% of the water in its

will add to the company’s sustainable forest management practices, which
are attested to by the FSC14 and PEFC-CERFLOR15 certifications.

process by using the water discharged to the tailings dam. The volumes of
drinking water used in its restaurant and restrooms alone dropped 26%.
Another action taken was pumping and suction efficiency improvement,

Protected Area
5%

with changes being made to the dam catchment point and to the water
loop interconnection.
29%

Protected areas and biodiversity
VID acknowledges that perpetuating our business depends on our healthy
relationship with the environment and that the proper use of the natural
resources and respect for biodiversity are key factors for a balanced “human/
nature” relationship.
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Cerrado

Atlantic Forest

Total Protected Area by Biomas: 1,215.62 km

Cerrado and Atlantic Forest
2

Fibria initiatives for the protection of biodiversity
Fibria uses the BioIndex system (a tool that allows for the statistical analysis of

GRI EN11

We seek to support our business in implementing its activities and operations
in such a manner as to prevent and mitigate our direct and indirect environmental impacts. To this end, the Units are encouraged to conduct preservation- and conservation-related activities.

biological diversity indices) to monitor the species identified as threatened by
the proper authorities.
In 2010, Fibria, alongside other companies, became a founding partner of the
Atlantic Forest recovery project, in partnership with SOS Mata Atlântica. The

Fibria implements differentiated management practices to enhance ecosystem conservation. Processes in place include restoration programs (plant recovery) and socioenvironmental recommendations.

initiative aims to preserve and restore 150,000 hectares of Atlantic Forest in
the São Paulo portion of the Paraíba do Sul river watershed over the next 10
years. The area, which will be known as the Paraíba Valley Ecological Corridor,
is formed by 122,000 hectares of Atlantic Forest (with an average of 1,660

The business unit is still working to improve its diagnoses, monitoring, and selection processes for conservation projects. To achieve this, Fibria took on the
commitments set forth under the Business Charter for the Conservation and
Sustainable Use of Biodiversity the company signed during the COP-10 (Conference of the Parties) in 2009, in Nagoya, Japan. Under this initiative, the
company takes on several national commitments in line with domestic goals13
for the conservation and use of the Brazilian biodiversity. These commitments

For more information on the national goals under the Strategic Plan (2011-2020) for the
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), go to: www.cbd.int e
http://www.mma.gov.br/sitio/index.php?ido=conteudo.monta&idEstrutura=72&idMenu=2335
13

trees per hectare, totaling 202 million in ten years) and 28,000 hectares of
eucalyptus forests. More detailed information is available on the project at

www.corredordovale.org.br

FSC - Forest Stewardship Council.
The Cerflor (the Brazilian Program for Forest Certification) is recognized by the Program for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC).

14
15

Environmental efficiency

We recognize that the lack of a widely accepted methodology to map and
inventory biodiversity renders the job a complex matter. However, VID is
committed and, in cooperation with institutions of the likes of the Brazilian
Business Council for Sustainable Development (CEBDS) and other companies, is studying relevant and effective ways to map and conserve/preserve
the ecosystem and biodiversity resources.

66%

Partnerships with
companies and
organizations seek
effective ways to
preserve ecosystems
and biodiversity
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Fibria’s initiative in socio-environmental
education
The Environmental Education and Community Relations Program (Pearce) undertakes activities such as teacher training for sustainability, environmental lectures
for children and youth, film screenings, nature trails, and traffic education courses. In 2010, these activities included 21 municipalities in the state of São Paulo e
served 33,000 people at the Environmental Education Centers (NEAs) (for details,
see: http://fibria.infoinvest.com.br).
In 2011, the company expects to complete the Aracruz RPPN Reef management plan
and secure legal recognition for three new RPPNs, covering a total of 3,757 hectares.

Votorantim Metais has idealized Programs for the Conservation of Biodiversity in
the Atlantic Forest Biome in the Poços de Caldas Plateau (state of Minas Gerais). The
programs are divided into the Natural Reserve Management Plan for Morro Grande,
in Caldas (state of Minas Gerais), the Study of Biodiversity of the Upper Course
Watershed Rio do Peixe, in Divinolândia (state of São Paulo), and the Center for
Professional Training in Biodiversity (CenforpBio), in Caldas (state of Minas Gerais).
Morro Grande Natural Reserve
There are 100,000 square kilometers of reserves set aside to maintain the original
landscape, the biodiversity, to restore degraded areas, and to provide environmental
services. In 2008, work was started on the management plan for the reserve aiming
to conduct biodiversity inventories, vegetation formation mapping and zoning, and to
develop environmental management programs, including the protection and conservation of the biodiversity and public use. The flora inventory identified 211 species and
collected 363 specimens from forests, high altitude grasslands, and wetland areas.
There are 6 species ranked as very rare, 7 species in the rare category, and 1 species
that is considered at risk. The fauna inventory also found seven orders, 12 families
and 20 species of mammals, among which seven endangered species: the marmoset,
maned wolf, ocelot, the jaguar, puma, giant anteater, and the little spotted cat. In total, 124 species of birds were also identified, among which 8 endemic to the Atlantic
Forest and 5 threatened species. Finally, surveyors also collected 1,318 insects.
Rio do Peixe
The Rio do Peixe Biodiversity project allows for the creation of a body of knowledge about the species in order to subsidize the composition and characterization
of the flora regeneration stages, as well as considerations about the conservation
of mammals, birds, and insects that were identified. The final product will be a
guide, in the almanac format, comprising information regarding the local biodiversity and providing recommendations for the recovery of the riparian forest of
the upper course of the Rio do Peixe river.

Environmental efficiency

Biodiversity conservation projects at
Votorantim Metais
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CenforpBio

ondary roads, including the relocation of 11 km of the GO-164 highway;

The Center for Professional Training in Biodiversity (CenforpBio), in Caldas

and the construction of the bridge connecting the two sides of this road

(state of Minas Gerais), aims at training and at the inclusion of youth in

on the Verde River.

eco-tourism, forest nursery, and parataxonomist (service provided to support biological research). Furthermore, it aims to use the scientific knowl-

The Plant also has a 100-meter wide permanent preservation area (APP) for

edge on regional biodiversity to create new products and services and jobs:

its reservoir that covers a total area ofapproximately 1,210 hectares.

http://cenforpbio.blogspot.com).
Another milestone achieved by the development was the presentation of the
Plan for Conservation and Use of the Artificial Reservoir (PACUERA) at a public

Protected areas at Votorantim Energia

hearing held in the two counties covered by the project. In order to prepare the
plan, stakeholders, among whom the Legislative and Executive of the counties

Juquiá System

involved, community members, and Votorantim, were consulted. The purpose

The Juquiá System is one of Votorantim Energia’s Hydroelectric Plant

of this plan is to determine the multiple uses of the reservoir, such as for naviga-

complexes. In the area surrounding this complex, Votorantim has pre-

tion, recreation, and supply. The entire process was carried out pursuant to the

served 35,500 hectares of land, the largest preserved private property

environmental legislation in effect in the state of Goiás.

block ranging over 28,000 hectares of primary Atlantic Forest, adjacent
to the Jurupará State Park, forming an ecological corridor between the

Votorantim has
preserved Atlantic
Forest areas totaling
35,500 hectares in
the Juquiá System
for 50 years

interior and the coast that contributes to ecosystem resource and local
biodiversity conservation.
In 1996, seeking to increase the Jurupará State Park, Companhia Brasileira
de Alumínio (CBA) donated an area of more than two thousand hectares
encompassed under the Juquiá System to the state of São Paulo.
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The complex is home to 500 people, among the Plant employees and their
families, spread in seven villages. Thus, the company’s responsibility extends to the social sphere. The latest project carried out with the employees
and their families was the “Digital Village,” which fosters the local residents’ digital inclusion with computers and access to the Internet.

Reduction of impacts at plants
The Salto do Rio Verdinho HPP, located between the municipalities of Caçu
and Itarumã, in the state of Goiás, adopted initiatives such as the PBA (Basic
Environmental Plan) during the deployment stages of the development,
which began its operations in 2010.
The PBA seeks to minimize and/or mitigate the impacts generated by the
hydroelectric use and consists of 27 programs, divided into four groups:
The Biota, the Physical Environment, the Socioeconomic Environment, and
the Environmental Control Programs at the Construction Site.
The project’s main conditioning initiatives include monitoring and rescuing wildlife; water, climate and soil monitoring; vehicle and health and
safety equipment donation; construction and repair of the main and sec-

Siriema – Reginópolis, SP

Environmental efficiency

in the state of São Paulo, for 50 years. Of this total, there is a single
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Respect for people

Respect for people

Organizational structure

Principles of
sustainability 4, 5, and 7
Be acknowledged as a company
that attracts, develops, and

We believe in the importance of taking the views of people who are part of
the company into account and of having professionals who can contribute
to building a more equitable, inclusive society on our staff. Assuming that
change starts from within, we recognize the need to engage our employees
in order to achieve our objectives with regard to sustainability.

retains talent to generate value
and build a fair, inclusive society.
Be committed to the welfare,
health, and safety of employees,
customers, and partners.
Encourage employee and
stakeholder cooperation and
participation in the construction
of partnerships and joint work

We work to grow the Business, based on the Votorantim Values and
guiding our employees towards a high-performance culture. To perpetuate this management style, we created the Management Beliefs in 2010.
These beliefs guide behavior and management and underpin the way of
being Votorantim.
The process of building the Beliefs (Cultivation of Talents, Meritocracy, Excellence, Pragmatism, Open Dialogue, Alliance, and the Sense of Ownership) involved some 400 people, from various levels of the organization, in
workshops and surveys.

seeking to generate mutual value.
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In 2011, the Management Beliefs will be disseminated to all VID employees,
both in Brazil and abroad, and, to pursue this target, a multidisciplinary
working group was created, involving representatives from all Business
Units. This group will set out the actions related to training, communicating
and reviewing internal processes.

GRI LA1

LA1 - Total workforce per types of employment contract (VID)
Own employees

2010

Brazil

Monthly Employees

22,053

94.5%

5.5%

Hourly Employees

11,670

66.2%

33.8%

Seasonal Harvesters

82

100.0%

0.0%

Trainee

82

100.0%

0.0%

Total Own

33,887

Interns and apprentices
Intern and "Summer Student"

526

97.9%

2.1%

Apprentice

360

96.4%

3.6%

Total Interns and Apprentices

886

Service providers
Permanent activity

24,348

98.5%

1.5%

Service provider in projects

11,482

90.5%

9.5%

Total Service Providers

35,830

95.9%

4.1%

Own + intern + apprentice

34,773

85.1%

14.9%

Service provider

35,830

95.9%

4.1%

Overall Total

70,603

90.6%

9.4%

Overall

People management
The Human and Organizational Development (HOD) guidelines are set by the
HOD Committee, which meets monthly with VID’s corporate board of directors and Business Unit HOD officers. Processes are discussed and guidelines
set during these meetings.
Human ang Organizational Development Process
Organizational
Structure

Remuneration

Capturing

Assessment

Development

Retention

Other countries

Working for equality
A challenge for Votorantim is including more women in its workforce,
mainly holding industrial positions. Men prevail in our operations due to the
characteristics of the industrial sector and to the large geographical spread
of our Units. Contributing to building a fair, inclusive society is one of our
values, and that is why we want to turn Votorantim into an employment option for women. In 2010, 13% of the employees were female.

GRI LA13

Respect for people

VID believes in and trusts its employees, and that
is why it invests time and resources training talents

In 2010, VID had approximately 34,000 employees and 24,000 contractors
in permanent activity, over and beyond 11,000 service providers working
on projects and upgrades aiming to keep the business in the best position
on the market and fulfilling the company’s economic, social, and environmental commitments.
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Employees

LA13 – Composition of the groups responsible for governance (VID)
Average time
Age group
Men
Women
at company
2010
- 30 YOA
30 to 50
+ 50 YOA
%
%
Years

Director/president

101

0.0%

37.5%

62.5%

96.9%

3.1%

9.3

Manager
Coordinator/
consultant
Technician/analyst/
supervisor
Trainee

722

0.8%

70.1%

29.2%

90.3%

9.7%

9.3

2,382

16.0%

72.3%

11.7%

81.1%

18.9%

7.8

4,880

25.9%

65.8%

8.2%

77.1%

22.9%

8.9

86

95.1%

4.9%

0.0%

70.7%

29.3%

-

25,716

33.3%

58.2%

8.4%

91.1%

8.9%

7.4

526

96.3%

3.7%

0.0%

54.9%

45.1%

-

360

99.4%

0.3%

0.3%

59.7%

40.3%

-

34,773

32%

59%

9%

87%

13%

8.0

Operational
Intern
Apprentice
Total Employees

We believe that an environment of trust allows for better solutions. Getting
employees involved and listening to them is part of the path towards evolving
and improving the management processes and, therefore, Votorantim has
an Integrated Internal Communications System (SICI), as well as the ombudsman, to solve issues related to the Code of Conduct, and permanent dialogue
meetings between leadership and employees.
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Another tool used to foster improvements in the labor environment is the Climate Survey. Held every two years, it covers five dimensions: Company Management, Leadership Style, Engagement, Corporate Processes, and Support.
The latest survey was in 2009 and aimed to gather the staff’s perceptions and
create a picture on how the labor environment is at the Business Units. The next
corporate survey is slated for 2011.
The HayGroup, which conducted the survey in 2009, highlighted strengths
such as: the pride of the company (82% of responses); the pleasure of working
at the company (83%); and the effectiveness (meaning the company providing
support for employee actions and the employees being engaged in fulfilling
such actions), which, according to the consultancy firm, is 2% above the market benchmark. On the other hand, the perception regarding all factors among
the younger people is less favorable.

Employees, Resende, RJ

of life. Major initiatives include: health week, labor gymnastics, nutritional
advice, and tips on cultural events, vaccination campaigns, blood donation,
and bone marrow donation, among others. Additionally, we use the internal means of communication - the “Ourgroup” newspaper; portals; the
“Hey” bulletin board; the “You & Us” newspaper; newsletters: “Leadershipnews” and “Newflash”, among others, to foster attitudes that encourage improved quality of life, with tips on healthy eating, practicing sports,
and regular expert medical consults.

+Vida (More Life) program
The +Vida (More Life) Program, aimed to promote health and quality of
life, got started at VCP (currently Fibria) in 2003, and was implemented in
other business units from 2005. Its purpose is to drive a proactive attitude
among all professionals and the members of their families through actions
designed to promote health, physical activity, recreation and culture, seeking to improve the quality of life.

After analyzing the results, the Business Units prepare action plans, with the
participation of several employees, to seize management improvement opportunities. Additionally, a few Business Units conduct sample surveys to assess
the effectiveness of the proposed actions.
• Quality of life
We encourage a healthy environment through the +Vida (More Life) Program,
comprising actions and campaigns aimed at improving the employees’ quality

The initiative was based on a survey of the employees’ lifestyle habits and
health through laboratory tests and a lifestyle questionnaire, with methods
to evaluate and measure the results.
Conducted on four fronts (More Family, More Health, More Movement, and
More Culture), the program has the participation of committees installed a the
Business Units and consisting of professionals who work voluntarily.

Listening to
the employees
and getting
them involved
in developing
action plans is a
strategy aimed to
improve both the
organizational
management and
the atmosphere at
the company

Respect for people

Climate Management
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• Benefits
Votorantim Industrial has a benefits package that improves on the one that
was negotiated in the collective bargaining agreement. We seek to meet
the employees’ needs by establishing partnerships and benefits according
to the regions of operation.

the level of satisfaction among participants and retirees. The results of the
survey, which was started in 2010, are planned to be announced in 2011.
In 2010, the percentage of employees participating in the plan reached 71%.
Because it is a “defined contribution” plan, VotorantimPrev has reserves to

The benefits that are offered are not common to all Business Units; there
may be differences depending on the region’s profile and on each unit’s
work system.

meet 100% of its obligations to the participants.
More information is available at: http://www.funsejem.org.br

GRI EC3

All hired employees have health insurance. In Brazil, VID invested R$96
million in this process in 2010, plus an additional R$13.3 million on internal actions related to the Health Promotion Program (More Life program,
checkup, labor gymnastics, etc.).
The investments made in the benefits offered to the employees in 2010 totaled R$448.2 million (see the comparison with previous years, page 153).

Additional corporate benefits
Variable compensation (PRP)
Private Pension Plan (VotorantimPrev)
Health insurance
Dental care
Group life insurance
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Private pension plan

Attracting and moving people

Respect for people

GRI LA3

Votorantim invests, preferably, in attracting young talent and develops specific programs for this purpose (trainee, Young Engineers, internships). Our
strategy is to seek to fill openings with internal resources, allowing employees to grow and experience new opportunities.
This view is materialized through the “Movimenta” (Move) Program. Openings for positions at the operational level are provided by the Business Unit
where the employee works. For positions above the coordination level,
the openings are made available among the VID Businesses, pursuant to
the criteria of the Votorantim Development System (SDV). See details at:
w w w.votorantim.com.br/pt-br/grupoVotorantim /pessoas /sistema
Desenvolvimento/Paginas/sistemaDesenvolvimento.aspx
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A benefit that is worthy of note is the VotorantimPrev Pension Plan.

Private pension
plans have gained
improvements,
such as the
implementation of
new investment
profiles and of the
possibility of early
retirement

Votorantim offers pension plans to its employees by means of the Senador
José Ermírio de Moraes Foundation (FUNSEJEM), a nonprofit private pension fund that is responsible for managing the plans.
VotorantimPrev makes monthly contributions of 0.5% to 6% in addition to
the participant’s own contribution, and makes loans to participants. Over the

Developing skills
One of the sources used to identify the employees’ training needs is the
Individual Development Plan (PDI), a result of SDV’s skill assessment. With
this tool, employees and managers discuss training issues and set the qualification or development items the employee needs to grow professionally.

years, other improvements have been incorporated to the VotorantimPrev
Benefit Plan Regulation, such as: implementation of investment profile
(multi quotas), anticipation of the requirements for Early Retirement (ceiling reduced from 55 to 53 years of age), increase of the sponsor’s participation age from 60 to 62 years and more flexible deadlines for the receipt
of the retirement.
These improvements meet the demands brought up in the satisfaction
survey carried out every 3 years among participants and retirees regarding
the pension plans. The last survey showed a positive average of 95% in

The actions taken are based on the outcome of the SDV skill assessment,
which promotes, supports, and accelerates the employees’ development
seamlessly. They have been structured according to the professional profile
VID desires and are based on Votorantim’s Business Values, Beliefs, and
Strategies. The goals are to promote the sustainability of the Votorantim
Identity; to develop a culture focused on managing people and operational
excellence, focusing on results; to provide better use of the human capital;
and ensure the required number of professionals, with the appropriate profile for VID’s growth plan.

GRI LA12

GRI LA12

The career development assessments are carried out in annual cycles. The
evaluation of the professionals enables the company to view future development perspectives, to define development actions, and encourage constructive, structured dialogue between leaders and subordinates. Leaders
are developed through exposure to experiences at different levels of complexity, as reflected in the SDV based on the Pipeline concept (career development route pointing to milestones and challenges that are relevant to
evolve the leader and aspects to be developed in each stage).
Development Analysis

33,805
Leadership School
Votorantim Academy,

To the employees, attending the Academy is an opportunity that can translate into growth and promotions within the company, besides being an
opportunity to integrate with professionals working in different VID businesses. In 2010, R$6.1 million were invested in behavioral and business
training at the Academy.

32%
12,068

31%

8%

10,851
7,138
965
2008
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2010
2009

Employees (LA1)
Employees who received development analyses
% Employees with development assessed

GRI LA12

GRI LA10

After the assessments, the Business Units’ People Management Committees meet to align and consolidate the results and to define strategic actions
in the people management process. A Corporate Committee analyzes the
results and sets the following actions: Management of the Pipeline and Succession Pool (succession program); Development Strategies (Academy of
Excellence or other training); Attraction Strategies (internal drives, external
search, trainees, etc.); and Retention Strategies.

LA10 - Average hours of training per position
(Votorantim Academy)
Officer/President
Manager
Coordinator/Consultant
Trainee
Overall Average

8.4
23.8
17.0
27.8
18.3

Investment in training and supporting employees (Academia Votorantim)
(R$ million)

7.53

6.12

4.66

• Training and development
Each Business provides a training program focused on functional and behavioral training, in addition to mandatory content on legislation, and technical and language courses. In 2010, 587,950 hours of training were provided at the Business Units.
The Votorantim Academy of Excellence, a corporate university aimed to
train and develop leadership (aligned with the Values and Beliefs) and to
provide for our employees’ technical development (on issues common to
the Business Units) was created in 2006. All programs offered by the Academy are tailored to Votorantim’s process needs.

2009

2010

2008
*Only part of the training provided at the Business Units was accounted for. The registration system
is being enhanced so that all training can be included.

Respect for people

São Paulo (SP)

22,859
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In 2010, the company invested in an innovative way of training, known as
the Challenge School. The participating employees committed to overcome
a few challenges related to improving VID’s Business performance. To this
end, they organized themselves and worked collaboratively and, as the need
for specific knowledge surfaced, they asked for support from the Excellence
Academy, which then provided the necessary training. The projects were
monitored by Business directors and CEOs, who assessed and implemented
several improvements that were suggested.
• Performance
VID employees are paid variable compensation based on the Profit and Result Sharing Program (PPR). Targets are set based on the deployment of the
Strategic Planning and Budget, and include economic, social, and environmental aspects. Goals are individual at the executive level, while collective
for the other ones.

ing assessment of risks associated with each unit’s operations. The preventive
controls that mitigate the risks are established and monitored regularly. A
critical analysis of the performance of the programs that have been implemented is conducted and discussed monthly by the Business Management
Committee and by the thematic team itself. All of the work is submitted to
periodic audits by the Business Units themselves and to corporate evaluation
by the ETSS, which, besides helping to identify areas for improvement in the
evaluated Unit, also fosters synergy among the Businesses.

Health and Safety School
In 2009, Votorantim Industrial rolled-out the Health and Safety School at
the Votorantim Academy with the aim of enhancing health and safety management-related issues among its leaders.

ership, and the health and safety teams have access to content that merges

18%

10%

technical, legal, and behavioral issues seeking to raise awareness and to draw

9%

the leadership’s attention to the risks of accidents in the workplace.
One of the course’s modules discusses daily cares in the professional activity,
as well as behavior change and individual responsibility for a safe attitude.

Respect for people

Through internal and external case studies, the managers, the mid-level lead-

Performance Analysis

Participants also have the opportunity to discuss the ETSS’ role on a daily
100

basis at the Units, even relying on internal consulting for training at all Business Units.
82%
91%

Corporate safety audits

90%

2008

2009

2010

% Employees with performance assessed - PPR
% Employees with performance assessed - RV

In addition to internal audits at the Business Units, since 2008 the ETSS have
carried out corporate audits in the key safety-critical risks, which include
the participation of professionals from VID’s different Businesses. This is an
opportunity for synergy and learning and contributes to improve the Unit
under assessment. In 2010, audits were conducted at seven Units and allowed for the generation of improvement plans that include, for example,

GRI LA12

The number of program participants receiving individual targets has been
being increased each year to augment the importance of the role people play
in VID’s different Businesses.

the mapping of risks in the manufacturing areas, ergonomic and confined
space assessments, and specific safety performance indicators. For 2011, 8
more corporate audits are expected to be held and the improvement plans
monitored.

GRI LA6

• Safety at work
Committed to promoting a safe environment for its employees, Votorantim
Industrial has a management system to address the theme. The system is
managed by the Health and Safety Thematic Team (ETSS), comprising representatives of all Businesses.

“Movimento Alerta” (Alert Movement)
Rolled-out in 2008, the “Movimento Alerta” (Alert Movement) aims to
spread the occupational health and safety issue to all VID employees. With
events such as the Safety Day, the Summer Alert and news in the internal

In 2005, the ETSS drafted a corporate health and safety handbook, the
guidelines of which are deployed in preventive actions and ensure the ongo-

communication channels, the company encourages safe behavior, reducing
the risks of accidents in the workplace.
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Accident management

Relationship with outsourced labor

Over the years, the incident and accident in the workplace record control has
been improved and expanded to third party management. However, the injury rate is still a challenge for the company. VID is committed to mitigate any
fatalities and accidents in its operations.

Managing outsourced labor suppliers is one of VID’s main challenges. The
company seeks to sign-on strong, lasting partnerships based on mutual
commitment to add value and sustainability to the Businesses.

GRI LA7
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In 2010, two fatal accidents were reported involving employees. With respect to third parties, VID has intensified its monitoring; nonetheless there
were three fatal accidents involving permanent contractors and one with
project contractors.
As an immediate measure, an incident involving death and/or a serious accident is reported to the senior management, to the thematic team, and to
those in charge of security at the Business Units, who then forward the information to the teams to prevent further occurrences. Subsequently, the
matter is discussed by the Corporate and Health and Safety Committees at
the Business as a way to identify gaps and propose improvements. The cause
of the accident is analyzed and an action plan implemented not only to deal
with the incident, but also to check the need for improvements in the management system.

LA7 - Rates of injury, occupational diseases,
lost days, and absenteeism and
work-related fatalities
Accident frequency rates of own employees and contractors
(permanent and project)
Accident frequency rates with lost days of own employees and
contractors (permanent and project)
Rate of Injuries (TL)
Rate of Occupational Diseases (TDO)
Days Lost Rate (TDP)
Deaths

2010
7.495
1.714
1.499
0.006
8.421
6

At the Steel Business, suppliers classified in expansion projects sign the SA
8000 Charter, a document prepared based on the SA 8000 - the international standard on social responsibility which includes requirements about
relationships and working conditions. In 2010, 80% of the suppliers signed
the charter and, for 2011, we intend to disseminate this procedure to VID’s
other Business Units.
In 2010, there were 118 audits, in which suppliers were submitted to labor,
regulatory, feedstock and equipment inventory and anticorruption practice
assessments. The audits found irregularities at three suppliers, whose contracts were not renewed.
In 2009, Votorantim Energia took over the construction of the Rio Verdinho
Hydroelectric Plant (state of Goiás), thereby becoming legally responsible
for the enterprise. That same year there was a complaint that labor rules
were not being complied with at the construction site by the contractors
hired by the builder in charge of the project. It was found that 98 contractor
employees were working in inadequate conditions (problems with wage
payments and at the lodging facilities).

Votorantim
manpower providers
undertake, through
contractual
arrangements,
to comply with all
labor rights

VE canceled the contract with the companies, settled the severance pay
and assisted these employees in returning to their homes. The suppliers
were punished by the Ministry of Labor. Votorantim was not charged with
promoting work in degrading conditions, whether directly or indirectly, nor
was it penalized on account of this situation.
Internally, the incident was studied by the Health, Safety, and Environment
Thematic Team and, due to this event, a management program was created
for contractors working in infrastructure projects in order to broaden the
management of the subject.
Between 2008 and 2010 there were no cases of operations at risk of illegal,
forced or slave-like labor.

GRI HR7

Respect for people

Daily safety dialogs are conducted at the Units in order to raise awareness
both among employees and contractors and, since 2005, they have been
incorporated into the Safe Behavior program, in which colleagues assess
each other’s attitudes as a way to avoid routine failures. In addition, specific
training is provided to ensure that leadership is engaged and recognized as
a behavior role model, thus closing the cycle in an environment that seeks to
eliminate such occurrences.

The labor suppliers undertake, through contractual arrangements, to not
use discriminatory practices, to respect the rights of association and work
day pursuant to the legislation, and to not employ illegal labor, forced labor,
slave labor or child labor.
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Turnover and retaining leaders
Votorantim Industrial is committed to reduce employee turnover and to
achieve this it monitors all business. The process includes preparing and regular monitoring of the Executive Intelligence Report, which consolidates data
on voluntary and involuntary dismissals, layoffs per Business and also per
Unit. This standard is a practice for turnover management and talent retention, focusing on the conditions and the reasons for the dismissal. The Termination Report pinpoints the reasons for termination, the employee’s perception about his dismissal, and his assessment of the company as a whole.

Officce, São Paulo, SP

Turnover Rate

Corporate Ombudsman
The Ombudsman is the communication channel for matters relating to the
Code of Conduct, whether suggestions, questions or complaints about
breaches of the Code for all audiences the company relates with (employees,
suppliers, customers, press and others).
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All questions sent through the Ombudsman channels (hotline: 0800 8911729, PO
Box 19.134/São Paulo, and at http://www.votorantim.com.br/en-us/ouvidoria),
both in Brazil and other countries, are treated with confidentiality and impartiality by the Business Units’ Conduct Committees or by VPAR’s Corporate
Conduct Committee.
The Business Units’ Committees and the Corporate Committee hold meetings
every two months. The cases received, the results, the changes made to
the structure, and procedure standardization are issues that are discussed
in the meetings.

GRI SO4
GRI HR4

In 2010, the Ombudsman’s Office renewed the system, extending it to all
units located in Brazil and abroad, with services provided in 42 languages,
thus allowing for greater control and more assertive responses in cases of
discrimination and harassment. During 2010, we received 210 complaints of
moral harassment or abuse of power, 81 of which were deemed valid. These
cases were treated pursuant to the measures foreseen under the Code of
Conduct, which may be verbal or written warnings and dismissals with or
without cause (see Code of Conduct, page 56).

GRI LA2

Respect for people

The analysis considers both the reasons for voluntary resignations (problems
with the manager, family, wage, benefits, career), and for the involuntary
terminations (low employee performance, relationship with the leadership, among other reasons). So each month, the Businesses’ Human and
Organizational Development (DHO) departments analyze information and
propose corporate actions to manage and reduce turnover.

2008

2009

2010

Terminated (qty)

3,765

4,195

4,831

Turnover

15.6%

17.0%

14.3%

Relationship with labor unions

GRI HR5

All Votorantim Industrial Businesses maintain constant and open dialogue
with the unions. The company respects its employees’ right to free association and collective bargaining always takes place with the representation of
the category’s labor union. This relationship is featured in the Code of Conduct, which provides for these rights and respects this freedom.

Collective agreements are signed taking the particularities of the regions in
which the units are located into account, but follow the strategy set forth by
the Businesses.
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GRI LA4
GRI HR5

In 2010, Votorantim reported no official notification or warning from
inspection agencies on account of incidents involving the freedom of
association and collective bargaining. However, Votorantim Cimentos
logged two cases for legal evaluation on whether or not there was a
right to receive additional pay for health hazards.

% of workers covered by collective bargaining agreements
95%

98%

100%

2010
2009
2008
*In 2010, there was a reduction in the percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining
agreements due to the shift in employment status of employees from the coordinator level.

Respect for people

VID seeks to involve the managers in the entire union bargaining, base date,
PPR, and shift processes, among others, to help them guide their teams. The
Units’ communications area is also involved in drafting press releases and
specific bulletins, such as the “Nosso Boletim” (Our Newsletter), and it provides internal bulletin boards where the union can post its announcements.
Such initiatives contribute to the transparency of the communication and
union bargaining process, which, in turn, reinforces the company’s credibility
among its employees.
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INTERACTION
WITH SOCIETY

VID and the Votorantim Institute are attentive to the socioeconomic
development of the communities where the company has operations
and of the management to the impact caused by the business
Principles of
sustainability 1, 6, and 7
Be acknowledged by the society
as a socially and environmentally
responsible company.
Contribute to the development
of the communities we have
operations in.
Encourage employee and
stakeholder cooperation
and participation in the

Votorantim Industrial recognizes the importance of strengthening the relationship with stakeholders and of contributing to the socioeconomic development of communities where we operate. We believe that having ethical,
transparent relations, added to the effort to integrate the Businesses’ Vision
and sustainability practices, strengthens the generation of shared value that
takes economic, social, and environmental aspects into account.
We are constantly in pursuit of establishing partnerships with governments
and the society in order to contribute to the sustainable development of the
regions where we operate. Together, the VID Businesses and the Votorantim Institute pinpoint opportunities and risks in these regions and - through
social investments and technologies, intersectoral partnerships, and by undertaking research disseminating knowledge - seek to integrate the Principles of Sustainability to the strategy and the practice of the Businesses.

In 2010, Votorantim invested more than R$32 million in social projects in
education, work, culture, sports, and ensuring the rights of children and
adolescents. These actions benefited 577,000 young people directly.
Besides this investment, R$12.5 million were earmarked for other projects,
among which we highlight local development projects, relationships with
stakeholders, and the community boards. More information is available at:
www.institutovotorantim.org.br

Investment background
(R$ Million)

44.9

49.4
47.1

15.7

18.5

14.6

construction of partnerships
and joint work seeking to
generate mutual value.
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Votorantim Institute

30.9

The Votorantim Institute was established in 2002 aiming to qualify and consolidate the company’s social investment focusing on projects for youth. We
believe that by improving the quality of education, investing in training and
qualifying young people, we will contribute to the socioeconomic development of the communities where we operate.

31.4

30.3
2010

2009
2008
Own Resources

Incentivized Resources

The Institute currently also works to disseminate concepts of sustainability
and encourage its practice in the corporate strategies.

Relationship with Stakeholders

The following is a summary of Votorantim Institute’s performance with
VID’s Businesses:

The relationship with the stakeholders aims to define and establish a communication channel for outside contributions and, thereby, identify potential issues that may be relevant to the stakeholders and to Votorantim’s
Businesses.

Sustainability
Practices

External Social Investment
Support for projects

Proprietary technologies

Incentive to the culture
of Sustainability

Support for projects
to local organizations

Methodologies developed
by the Institute

• Engagement with Stakeholders
• Sectoral Analyses
• Mobilization for Sustainability
• Social Leader Award
• Training

• Education Route
• Work Route
• Culture Route
• Sports Route
• VIA

• Local Development Projects
• Votorantim Partnership for Education
• Community Board
• Attitude Generation

In this regard, in 2007, Votorantim undertook efforts to identify, map, and
rate its stakeholders, seeking to enhance the relationship with the various
parties. While defining the Votorantim Values, the Stakeholders Map was
also prepared, a process which involved the directors of the Businesses,
shareholders, and about 650 managers.

Interaction with society

Interaction with society
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Stakeholder Map

The relationship
with stakeholders
provides a channel
for dialogue to
identify issues
relevant to
stakeholders and
to Votorantim's
Businesses

Votorantim

Shareholders
Employees

Partners

Investors

Strategic Partners

Resellers

Importers

Communities

Regulation
Bodies

Class
Entities

Customers

Funders

Media

Education & Research Centers

Society

Suppliers

Environment

Competitors
Market

Associations

NGOs

Government

International Community
Value Chain
Insertion environment
Public Space
Globalized World

In 2008, the Institute created a management tool for this process, as systematized in the Engagement with Stakeholders Handbook. The methodology
includes training employees and leaders to draw up Engagement Plans in
the regions where the Units are installed. The plans are drawn up annually,
according to the perceptions and expectations identified by the employees
who are directly related with the stakeholders. Plans were drawn up in eight
locations during 2010:
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Cements
Metals

2010

Rio Branco do Sul (state
of Rio Grande do Sul) and
Laranjeiras (state of Sergipe)

Sobral (state of Ceará),
Cantagalo (state of Rio de
Janeiro), and Xambioá (state
of Tocantins)

Três Marias (MG)

Steel

–

Fibria

Aracruz (state of Espírito
Santo)

Citrovita

GRI 4.14

2008-2009

Energy

Itapetininga (state
of São Paulo)
Juiz de Fora and
Belmiro Braga (state
of Minas Gerais)

–
Vazante (state of Minas
Gerais) and Resende (state of
Rio de Janeiro)
Piracicaba (state of São
Paulo),
Pinheiro Machado (state
of Rio Grande do Sul), and
Brasilândia (state of Mato
Grosso)
–
–

GRI 4.15
GRI 4.16

In 2011, four more locations will take part in the process, and we will continue monitoring the actions set into motion under the 2009 and 2010 plans.

The topics and actions addressed in the engagement plans included:

reduction of the service time at the supply booths from four hours to one
hour. The cafeteria and the restrooms at the Truck Driver House - living
quarters used to improve the drivers’ quality of life while waiting to load

Themes

VC
Cantagalo

VC
Xambioá

VC
Sobral

VS
Resende

VS
Vazante

Fibria
Três
Lagoas

Fibria
Pinheiro
Machado

Fibria
Piracicaba

their trucks - were also renovated.
The Program also carries out community actions with the drivers and
their families. Courses and lectures are offered and primers distributed

Value Chain
(Supplies, logistics,
customers etc.)

Surrounding
Community
(Social investment,
dialogue, partnership
projects etc.)
Corporate Relations
(Image, relations
with the
Government, media
etc.)
Local Development
(Partnerships,
employment and
income, training
labor etc.)
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Internal Processes
(Health, safety,
improvements,
environment)

addressing issues such as drug abuse, alcoholism, family health and safety

√

√

on the roads, among others.
These themes includes the issue of combating child sexual exploitation on

√

the roads. In 2008, the Cement Business joined the “On the Track” program, a WCF-Brazil initiative that mobilizes governments, businesses and
nonprofit organizations in combating the sexual exploitation of children

√

√

√

√

√

and adolescents on the roads. Lectures and multiplier training initiatives
are carried out on the issue, and, since joining the program, over 1,300
drivers working for the plants in the Northeast have already been trained.

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

The handbook is available for download at: www.institutovotorantim.org.br/publicacoes

Relationship with drivers
The Laranjeiras (state of Sergipe) Engagement Plan showed the need for
improved processes to ensure quick cement bag cargo loading and to provide better services to the truck drivers.
The plan was developed based on the view of several of the Unit’s areas,

• Community Boards
Seeking to build a solid relationship with the society, in 2009 we started the
Community Boards at the Cement Business. Through these boards, the company seeks to establish a permanent channel of communication and a collaborative space to identify key local needs and define their challenges and
local development plans.
In the first year of the boards, three projects focused on entrepreneurship
and education, themes listed as important by the communities, got underway. The Opportunities Fair, with initiatives to stimulate job creation and income, was held in Laranjeiras. In Sobradinho (Federal District), meanwhile, a
diagnosis procedure was carried out at public schools to contribute with the
local government, and a survey was done to identify the main economic activities in the region. Finally, in Itaú de Minas (state of Minas Gerais), the main
challenge was training local entrepreneurs, always aligned with the potential
sectors in the region. In 2010, two more boards were created: Vidal Ramos
(state of Santa Catarina) and Rio Branco do Sul (state of Paraná).

such as Logistics, Environment, Health and Safety, Human Resources, and
Communications. The truck drivers were also involved in this stage of action planning through a survey carried out to identify their interests with
regard to improvements in the relationship with the company. The process
culminated in the creation of the “Serve well - Load quickly” Program.
Among the actions carried out under the program, a password panel was
set up and a screening system introduced in the queues, which ensured a

By 2013, boards are expected to be implemented at all Votorantim Cimentos units. Discussions were initiated to expand the initiative to other VID
Businesses, thus allowing for the mapping, diagnosis, and improvement of
socioeconomic aspects in the municipalities where the VID has operations.
The Community Boards received R$1.2 million in External Social Investments to enable local project development at the Units.

Interaction with society

Environment
(Operation,
preservation
areas etc)

√
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Disseminating sustainability practices
The Votorantim Institute works with the Businesses to disseminate sustainability concepts and practices. On this front, there is strategic dialogue with
Business leaders through the implementation of sectorial analyses about the
challenges of sustainability that also contribute to planning social investments
in the various municipalities where there operations.
This front also includes providing training to local employees in order to prepare them for the relationship with the communities and other stakeholders
such as the government and partner organizations. In 2010, there were three
external training sessions, which involved 397 people, including executives,
interested in juvenile and youth law and young people participating in the Attitude Generation program.

Interaction with society

The synergy between the Institute and the units is strengthened through an
integrated model of performance, which is potentiated by the joint action carried out by VID’s Sustainability Management.

Social Leader Award – Sustainability Practices
Created to acknowledge the work of employees who lead projects and actions that contribute to express the companies’ commitment to sustainabil116
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ity, the award has been evolving every year and has awarded prizes to 32
professionals. In 2010, four employees were acknowledged with projects in
these categories: Eco-Efficiency and Environment, Supply Chain Business,
Relationship with the Community, and Popular Vote, which included the
participation of 2,060 voting employees. To get to know the finalists and
winners, visit: www.institutovotorantim.org.br

Sectoral analyses
on sustainability
challenges contribute
to the planning of
social investments in
municipalities where
Votorantim has
operations

As expressed in its Principles of Sustainability, Votorantim commits to foster
local development. The projects aim to prepare the communities where we
operate to achieve economic autonomy and, in turn, meet the needs of the
Businesses, something that reflects our goal of to create shared value.
This guidance serves nine directives, in three dimensions:

Knowledge of
the local reality
Principles
(what guides
the action)

Engagement of
the community
Alignment and
coordination
Maintain consistency
between discourse
and practice

Practices
(modus operandi)

Act as an driving
and organizing agent
Act as a catalyst
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Objectives
(what we want
to generate)

Increase the capital stock
Economic development
Natural resource
conservation

Map the impacts of the business, the context - economic,
social, and environmental - and the local potential and
vocation as a starting point.
Consider the demands of the communities, through a
process of engagement and democratic participation.
Seek alignment with government policies and promote
intersectoral coordination, without overlapping roles
and sharing responsibilities.
Mobilize business assets promoting synergies between
operation routines and local development strategies.
Seize the strategic importance of the company’s
leadership and driving and organizing force to foster local
development processes.
Mobilize resources and use the specific external social
investment as a catalyst and structuring support
for local development.
Promote rights and the democratic construction
of a project for a common future.
Promote feasible, competitive business activities that enhance
the generation and distribution of income at the locality.
Value environmental assets and promote the
sustainable use of the local natural resources.

• Support for projects
The guidelines for External Social Investments prioritize care for young
people – aged 15 to 29 years. On one hand, this ensures cohesion and
focus on the Businesses’ activities, with economies of scale, identity and
the optimization tools and indicators. On the other, it prioritizes the care for
an important agent of social change, capable of bringing about change in
their lives and in their community.
The investments include the use of legal incentives (Rouanet Law, Sports Encouragement Act, Fund for Children and Adolescents, and State Laws), always
in pursuit of strengthening the policies in these areas since this is public money.
The following chart summarizes, in figures, the breadth of the work done
in 2010:
Projects undertaken

Local Development
16 projects in 32 municipalities

153 Projects supported

8 projects for local development management

241 municipalities served

and networking

22 states served

7 projects to foster productive chains
5 municipalities with Community Boards
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Qualification of the social investment
The External Social Investment Policy16 contains the strategic, conceptual, and
operating guidance that directs social investment management. The guidelines are organized in two forms: programs, with specific concepts, criteria
and indicators to identify and selecting projects to be supported in the communities; and proprietary technologies, tools for the direct implementation
of projects based on solutions developed by the Votorantim Institute and/or
Business in partnership with external organizations or consultants.

According to the Group of Institutes, Foundations and Enterprises (Gife), Private Social Investment
(PSI) is the voluntary transfer of private resources in a planned, monitored and systematic manner to
social, environmental, and cultural projects of public interest.

16

The Votorantim Group understands External Social Investments and resource allocations in social
actions arising from tax breaks, public incentives, and the voluntary transfer of resources to promote
development through investments in projects that are viable from the economic point of view and
which have potential produce social benefits regardless of the company.

Interaction with society

Local development

“Future in Our Hands” Project - São Paulo, SP

• Youth: a strategy for local development
To contribute to the development of the young people in towns where there
are operations, the Business Units partner with social organizations and local
government, supporting projects in education, work, culture, and sports, as
well as in the strengthening of rights, with the completion of the Via program
- Support for the Brazilian Children and Adolescent Statute (ECA).

VIA: contributing to social development
Besides resources allocation, VIA foresees support for the development of
municipal diagnoses of the status of children and adolescents and specialized training for municipal council members, contributing to strengthening
of management structures for the protection of children and adolescents.
In addition, Votorantim employees visit the organizations responsible for
undertaking the activities periodically.

Work Route

Culture Route

Sports Route

Via
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Attitude
Generation

Supported projects can be checked out at: www.institutovotorantim.org.br/projetosapoiados

Evolve – Work Route Program
“Evolve” is a Cement Business initiative that is part of the Work Route. Cre-

Since its inception in 2006, VIA has served 81 projects in 67 municipalities,

GRI SO5

benefiting over 22,000 children and adolescents.
For further details, visit: www.viablog.org.br

Coordinations
Interaction with society

Education
Route

Improvements in the quality of education through projects that complement and strengthen the
role schools play and contributing to the enhancement of development opportunities for the
young people.
Investment: R$6,421,545
Beneficiaries: 2,551
Qualified access and inclusion of young people in the working world through support for
their professional training and by establishing connections between their interests and market
opportunities.
Investment: R$9,456,743
Beneficiaries: 2,739
Cultural democratization through support for projects that increase the young peoples’ access
to cultural production in all areas of art - visual arts, drama, cinema and video, literature, music,
and heritage.
Investment: R$10,970,425
Beneficiaries: 560,000
Educational training for youth through activities in all sports modalities, strengthening leadership
skills and teamwork and valuing of school and family.
Investment: R$2,530,213
Beneficiaries: 3,100
Strengthening the network of protection and defense of the rights of children and adolescents
and support to the Municipal Councils for the Rights of the Child and Adolescent (CMDCAs) and
institutions of the cities that receive resources from Votorantim through the Fund for the Rights
of the Child and Adolescent.
Investment: R$2,698,296
Beneficiaries: 8,728
Opportunities and support for young people with outstanding potential and initiative, identified
in projects supported by Votorantim to implement its individual life or successful ventures plan.
Investment: R$402,573
Beneficiaries: 53

Juntos pelo ECA (Together for the ECA) movement, initiated by the Institute
Juntos pelo ECA seminar
• 350 people attended.
• 17 companies/organizations
• 340 views of the online broadcast
• 38 stories published
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• Cultural democratization
The Votorantim Institute invests in cultural activities as a way to contribute
to development, believing that the experience expressed in art and culture is
fundamental for people’s development.
To encourage social organizations to develop projects that contribute to reversing the low levels of cultural practices, the Votorantim Institute developed the
Support Guide for Preparing Cultural Democratization Projects.

ated in 1983 at the Rio Branco Unit (state of Paraná), the program had
focused on training employees.
In 2006, it was structured as a Corporate Social Investment Program aiming

Projects supported by the Votorantim Institute and the Guide can be found
at: www.institutovotorantim.org.br/projetosapoiados and
www.institutovotorantim.org.br/publicacoes

to offer technical training to young people aged 18 to 24 years (employees
or third parties and youth in the community) to create jobs and income and
contribute to local development. In 2010, the program achieved a rate of
employability of 76%, with a dropout rate of a mere 6%.
The project has training (professional or technical qualification with 1,200
hours in mechanical and electrical maintenance) and common (social and
educational activities aimed to the personal, community, professional, and
ethical development of the young people) centers.

• Votorantim Partnership for Education
The Votorantim Partnership for Education project draws the Brazilian society’s attention to the importance of quality education. Launched in 2009,
the project is a technology developed by the Votorantim Institute, in partnership with the businesses, aiming to improve the quality of public education in
places where the company has operations by setting employees and different
sectors of society - such as public managers, teachers, students, family members, and journalists, among others, into motion.

GRI SO5

The Education Blog (www.blogeducacao.org.br) was created to foster the
project’s activities. This is an online space that garners information and documents about the on-site actions of the Votorantim Partnership for Education in the municipalities involved, plus news about the qualification of
public education in the country.
• Other partnerships
We believe in the importance of establishing partnerships for the exchange
of experiences and to reinforce the actions. In 2010, Votorantim reinforced
its efforts by joining forces with the BNDES (the National Development
Bank) to drive local development in 27 municipalities by driving productive chains and vocational qualification. The term of the partnership is for
five years, beginning in 2011, and it is divided into three stages: diagnosis
of productive potential, training of social organizations, and selection and
implementation of projects.

tion allows the company to continuously work on developing guidelines
and contributes to regularizing social and environmental initiatives. The
topics addressed in the various forums VID participates in include: a review of the Forest Code, Solid Waste Policies, Climate Change Policies,
and the National Mining Code. From 2011, VID will participate in the Brazilian Plan for Biodiversity.

GRI SO5

Public Policies on Climate Change
In 2009, Votorantim Industrial took part in the preparation of the Open
Letter to Brazil on Climate Change. This initiative is coordinated by the
Climate Forum, a working group set up to monitor commitments and coordinate dialogue with Government.
Interaction with society

The initiative commenced after a diagnosis was made and dialogs held with
the Ministry of Education (MEC) and aims to contribute to building a positive agenda to debate and qualify public education based on key indicators
and tools for the management and assessment of education in Brazil. In
2010, the project was carried out in 39 municipalities throughout Brazil.

In 2010, we published, together with industry participants, the 2009/2010
Action Balance, and we encouraged and participated in various discussions
in Brazil on climate change issues. More information and the action balance
can be found at: www.forumempresarialpeloclima.org.br/default.php

Working with the Public Authorities
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• Alignment with public policies in the social area
The Institute also focuses on coordinating and aligning with the public policies,
strengthening the company’s activities with the Government and with the
society at large. Regarding the incentivized use of resources, the Votorantim
Institute is responsible for guiding its implementation, by the Business, at
the community surrounding its operations, such as the allocation of resources to the Municipal Councils for Children and Adolescents (CMDCA)
through the Fund for the Child and Adolescent (Funcad), which is always
accompanied by actions geared to qualify and strengthen of the Councils.

GRI SO5

Other initiatives aimed to support and encourage the implementation of
public policies take place through the use of resources derived from federal
and state incentive laws in the fields of culture or sports. To this end, the
Institute directs resources to activities that interact with the priorities set
forth under the public policy agenda for the areas. In the cultural area, this
takes place with the prioritization of support for projects with a focus on
democratizing access to culture. In sports, meanwhile, educational sports
projects are prioritized, always acting in such a manner as to complement
school activities in non-school hours.
• Votorantim Industrial’s participation in public policies
Votorantim Industrial participates and/or leads various agencies and contributes in the coordination of public policies. This full, ongoing participa-
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• Contributions to political parties and campaigns
Votorantim believes that private funding of political campaigns is an important aspect to maintain the legitimacy of the electoral process and strengthen institutions. It should be done, though, within the limits of the law and
pursuant to objective criteria of transparency and ethics.
In line with this understanding, the Corporate Board for Institutional Relations created the Guide of Conduct for Electoral Processes, which defines
and regulates the internal governance applicable to the company’s participation in election campaigns. VID contributes/donates resources to campaigns as foreseen in the Guide and acts strictly under the law.
The Guide of Conduct for Electoral Processes, the content of which is
updated with every change made to the electoral law, clarifies issues
such as the cost of campaigns, which companies can donate, which
candidates can get donations, and the legal limits for donations. Furthermore, it also provides recommendations regarding the employees’
behavior regarding the issue.
Information about VID’s contributions are public and reported to the Superior Electoral Court. Donations made during the 2010 elections are available for inspection at the Superior Electoral Court website (see details at:
www.tse.gov.br/internet/eleicoes/2010/prestacaoDeContas.html).

GRI SO6

Recognitions
and Awards

GRI 2.10

Some awards and recognitions received in 2010 by Business VID
are worthy of note for their relevance to the society and to the
market we serve:
• Corporate Sustainability Index (ISE) - Fibria remained listed on
BM&FBOVESPA’s sustainability index;
• Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) - Fibria remained listed on the New
York Stock Exchange sustainability index, in its 2009/2010 edition;
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Paper categories, respectively. Citrovita was acknowledged in the Agribusiness category, while Votorantim Metais was one of the highlights in Mining
and Metallurgy category;
• 150 Best Companies to Work For in Brazil (Guia Exame and Você S/A
magazines) - Votorantim Cimentos was ranked in the People Management
Practices and HR Management categories;
• Highlights of Industry 2010 Award - Fibria was acknowledged by the Brazilian Technical Association for Pulp and Paper (ABTCP) in the Pulp and Paper Manufacturer and Graphic Paper Manufacturers categories;

• Deal of the Year Award - The Votorantim Group was recognized in the
Mergers and Acquisitions category for the creation of Fibria, a company
resulting from the merger of Votorantim Celulose e Papel and Aracruz;

• The 100 most innovative in the use of IT (InformationWeek Brasil) - Fibria led
the way in the Pulp and Paper category. Votorantim Industrial and Votorantim
Cimentos remained in third in the Steel/Metallurgy and Building Materials categories;

• Brazilian multinationals (the Valor Econômico newspaper and the Brazilian Society of Transnational Corporations and Economic Globalization Sobeet) - Votorantim is among Brazil’s 50 most global companies, holding
the 23rd place in the ranking;

• Top Anamaco 2010 Award (National Association of Construction Material Traders - Anamaco) - Votorantim Cimentos was acknowledged for the
Votomassa, Online payment portal, Customer Service over chat, Community Board and the People of the People Project cases;

• 36th edition of Aberje (Brazilian Association for Business Communications) - Votorantim was recognized as the best in Brazil in the Investor Relations category. Communication and Branding Manager Malu Weber was
voted Personality of the Year/São Paulo Region;

• 200 Biggest Brazilian Mines (Minérios e Minerales Magazine) - Votorantim
Metais was acknowledged for its internationalization and for the operating
performance of the Vazante unit in 2009;

• Você RH ( Você S/A) - Guilherme Rinow, the director of Human and Organizational Development for Votorantim Cimentos, was named the 2010 HR
Professional;
• Brazilian Institute of Finance Executives (IBEF) Award - The CEO of Fibria,
Carlos Augusto Lira Aguiar, was elected the 2010 Finance Personality;
• Most prestigious companies in Brazil ( Época Negócios 100) - Fibria features among the top five Pulp and Paper companies;
• IT Professional of the Year Award ( Informática Hoje magazine) - Humberto Shida, the IT manager for Citrovita, was named IT Professional of the
Year in the Agribusiness category;
• Eco 2010 Award (American Chamber of Commerce (Amcham) and the Valor Econômico newspaper) - Community Board project, a community relations
program developed by Votorantim Cimentos and the Votorantim Institute;
• Exame Sustainability Guide (Exame magazine) - Fibria was ranked as one
of the 20 model enterprises in sustainability in Brazil. Votorantim Cimentos
was mentioned in Guia Exame for its efforts in waste management;
• Most Admired Companies in Brazil ( Carta Capital Magazine) - Votorantim
Cimentos and Fibria were acknowledged in the Construction and Pulp and

• Época Climate Change Award - Votorantim Cimentos is among the 10
leading companies in climate policies in Brazil;
• Valor 1000 (Yearbook, Valor Econômico newspaper) - Votorantim Cimentos
was voted the best company in the Construction Materials industry;
• Entrepreneur Friend of Sports Award (Ministry of Sports) - Votorantim
Cimentos and the Votorantim Institute were granted two regional awards in
the category: first place in the Federal District, with the Friends of Volleyball
project, and third in the state of Paraná, with the Athlete of the Future project;
• Biggest and Best ( Exame magazine) - Votorantim was came in tenth in the
overall ranking. The Businesses that were the highlights were: Steel (2nd
largest in the industry); Cements (3rd largest in the construction industry),
and Metals (8th and 13th in the zinc and nickel rankings, respectively);
• Executive of Value Award ( Valor Econômico newspaper) - The president
of Votorantim Cimentos, Walter Schalka, was acknowledged among the
best executives in 24 sectors of the Brazilian economy;
• Top of Quality Environmental Award (Brazilian Parliamentarians Association) - Citrovita was acknowledged in the Agribusiness segment;
• IT Executive of the Year Award (TI Mídia) - the director for Information
Technology, Fábio Faria, was awarded in the Outsourcing Strategy category.

Recognitions and awards

Recognitions and awards
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Voluntary
Commitments

GRI 4.12

The act of joining voluntary commitments, both domestic and international,
is analyzed under the Principles of Sustainability by VPAR’s Board of Directors. The main inducer of this analysis is a characteristic of Votorantim’s governance, which is replicated at VID and involves making commitments concerning aspects or themes that are in effect in the company’s management
structure, for which objectives and targets will be set, and the performance of
which will be measured and assessed.
Open Letter to Brazil on Climate Change – With this initiative, established in
2009, Votorantim Industrial and the signatory companies have made a series of commitments to reduce climate change impacts and proposed actions to the Federal
Government. Information: www.forumempresarialpeloclima.org.br/default.php
Business Charter for the Conservation and Sustainable Use of Biodiversity – In 2009, Fibria signed this charter during COP-10 (Conference of the Parties), in Nagoya, Japan. With this initiative, the company takes-on a series of commitments to the Brazilian biodiversity. Information: www1.ethos.org.br/Ethos
Web/arquivo/4636-A-312CARTA%20EMPRESARIAL_MEB.pdf
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Cement Sustainability Initiative – Votorantim Cimentos has been a member of this initiative, which aims at the sustainable development of the cement
industry and sets a series of voluntary commitments and goals among its
members, since 1999. Information: http://www.wbcsdcement.org
Global Compact – Fibria is a signatory of the Global Compact, an initiative
of the United Nations (UN) whose goal is to set the business community into
motion to adopt basic and internationally accepted values concerning human
rights, labor relations, environment, and combating corruption, as reflected in
10 principles. Information: www.globalcompact.org
On the Right Track Program – Fibria and Votorantim Cimentos joined
the “On the Right Track” Program, an initiative of Childhood Brasil and
of the Ethos Institute for Business and Social Responsibility with technical support from the International Labor Organization (ILO). Information:
www.namaocerta.org.br

CDP Supply Chain – Fibria was the first company in the forestry sector in the
world to join the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) Supply Chain as a leader,
which reflects the Company’s commitment to consider climate risk in its supply chain in future investment decisions and to mobilize its suppliers to also
take on the commitment to the climate governance of their companies. Information: www.cdproject.net

Water Footprint Network – Fibria became a member of the Water Footprint
Network (WFN), seeking to buttress its commitment to sustainable development through strategic management and the rational use of water, based on
the guidelines set forth by the WFN. Information: www.waterfootprint.org

New Generation Plantations Project (NGPP) – Fibria joined the project, created in 2007 by the World Wildlife Foundation (WWF), involving
businesses and governments, to assess and establish the best forest management concepts and techniques that are part of the economic activity
in forestry, biodiversity conservation, and meeting human needs. Information:
http://wwf.panda.org/what_we_do/footprint/forestry/sustainablepulppaper/
plantations/
Forest Footprint Disclosure (FFD) – Fibria took part in the research
that led to the first Forest Footprint Disclosure (FFD) report, which was
launched in February 2010. The report named Fibria as a company that is
committed to using 100% certified wood in the near future. Information:
www.forestdisclosure.com/docs/FFD_Annual_Review_WEB.pdf

Voluntary Commitments

Voluntary Commitments

Pact for the Restoration of the Atlantic Forest – Fibria is part of the
pact for the Restoration of the Atlantic Forest, which has the role of bringing
the vision of businesses and contributing effectively in restoration areas and
as a mobilizing agent in the regions where it has operations. Information:
www.pactomataatlantica.org.br
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certifications
Standard

Description

ISO 9001

Quality Management System Certification

50

ISO 14000

Environmental Certification

22

Occupational Health and Safety Management Certification

6

General requirements for the competence of Calibration Laboratories
Certification

1

Certification of Products prepared in accordance with Islamic law

5

Organic and Biodynamic Product Certification

1

Certification of Products prepared in accordance with the Jewish dietary laws

5

Food Safety Certification

3

OHSAS
18001
ISO 17025
Halal
IBD
Kosher
PDV

Number of plants

certifications

INTRODUCTION
Bureau Veritas Certification Brasil (Bureau Veritas) has
been engaged by Votorantim Industrial (VID) to conduct
independent assurance of its 2010 Sustainability Report
(the Report), covering evaluation of the report content,
quality and the reporting boundary. The information
and its presentation in the Report are the sole responsibility of the management of VID. Bureau Veritas’ sole
responsibility was to provide independent assurance according to the scope defined below.
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This is the first Sustainability Report published by
Votorantim Industrial comprising the following Businesses: Steel, Metals, Cement, Pulp and Paper (Fibria),
Orange Juice (Citrovita) and Energy. Our analysis included these six Businesses further to the Amauri Corporate
unit (Sustainability Management) that was in charge of
compiling the Report information and content. Further
to such Businesses, our verification was conducted at
Instituto Votorantim, responsible for Engagement with
Stakeholders. Particularly to the Pulp and Paper business, Bureau Veritas visited the industrial units and head
office during a specific Assurance conducted in 2011,
concerning Fibria´s Sustainability Report.
SCOPE OF WORK
The scope of the assurance included:
• Data and information included in the Report covering
the calendar year of 2010;
• Evaluation of the Report against the principles: Materiality, Stakeholder Inclusiveness, Sustainability Context, Completeness, Balance, Comparability, Accuracy,

Timeliness, Clarity and Reliability, as defined is the Sustainability Reporting Guideline - Global Reporting Initiativetm GRI-G3 (2006);
• Appropriateness and robustness of underlying reporting systems and processes used to collect, review and
compile the information reported.
Excluded from the scope of our work is assurance of any
information relating to:
• Activities outside the defined assurance period (see
scope of work above);
• Positional statements (expressions of opinion, belief,
aim or future intention by VID);
• Economic-financial information contained in the Report, itself extracted from validated financial statements
that are subject to external audit conducted by an independent financial auditor.
.
METHODOLOGY
Our work was conducted using Bureau Veritas’ standard
internal protocol for the Independent Assurance of Sustainability Reports, based on current best practice17 and
including the following activities:
1. Interviews with relevant personnel (text owners) responsible for the Report data and information;
2. Review of documentary evidence produced by VID for
the 2010 reporting period;
3. Evaluation of information and performance data
against the principles that ensure report quality, as defined by GRI G3;
4. Site visits as follows:

Bureau Veritas’ independent assurance protocol, as deployed for this assignment, is based on the International Standard on Assurance Engagements
(ISAE) 3000,and the GRI G3 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines.

17

CEMENT: Industrial units and offices: Rio Branco (ind.)
and Technical Center/PR; Itaú de Minas/MG (ind.); Nobres/MT (ind.); CIMESA/SE (ind.); Santa Helena (ind.),
Barueri (ind.) and Berrini/SP office.
STEEL: Industrial units and offices: Barra Mansa and Resende/RJ (ind.); Guararapes/SP office.
METAL: Industrial units, office and mining: São Miguel
Paulista/SP (ind.); Três Marias (ind.), Poços de Caldas
(mining) and Fortaleza de Minas/MG (mining), Pç. Ramos/SP Office.
ORANGE JUICE INDUSTRY (CITROVITA): Catanduva
unit and Sta. Terezinha/SP farm.
ENERGY PRODUCTION: Hydro Power plants of Pedra
do Cavalo/BA, Santa Helena, Votorantim and Itupararanga; Pç. Ramos/SP office.
VID OFFICES: Jaguaré (Corporative audit), Votorantim
Institute; Pç. Ramos (FUNSEJEM) and Amauri/SP.
5. Evaluation of the methodology used to determine
Material issues for inclusion in the Report and consideration of the sustainability context and completeness of
such reported information.
The assurance process was designed to provide a moderate level of assurance concerning the text content included within the Report as per the agreed scope, as
well as a moderate level of assurance of the reliability
of specified performance information within the report,
providing a reasonable basis for our conclusions.
OUR FINDINGS AND OPINION	
• The report clearly communicates reporting limitations,
presenting a full list of the units that are part of the publication. The approach adopted by VID was progressive,
specifying which units will present their information in
the next three years. It is important to emphasize that
the 2010 publication represents 91% of the VID’s net
revenue;
• VID used an indirect method for identification of the
Material Themes to be published in the Report, having
conducted a broad research of companies with similar
activities to Votorantim Industrial for establishment and
prioritization of Material issues. The applied method is
detailed in the Report;
• The internal mechanisms for collection, analysis and
compilation of information as well as for the control of

the relevant documents and their traceability may be
deemed reliable. The information and data submitted in
the Report were deemed precise, free from substantial
errors or false statements, and accessible to and understandable by identified stakeholders;
• During field visits our Assurance Team verified units
operating at different management levels, from those
certified by management systems (ISO 9.001/14.001) to
units that use proper methods to manage issues related
to sustainability;
• The Report presents nine material themes identified by
VID, demonstrating what the company currently does as
well as its future commitments. This will enable readers
to make performance analysis as from the next publication;
• VID planned the relevant phases of Report preparation according to a previously defined time schedule.
The phase designed for verification of the Report was
sufficient to allow Bureau Veritas to verify the Report in
an timely manner;
• The Report does not present indicators referring to
the GRI Sector Supplements for Mining and Metals and
Electric Utilities;
• The Report reflects positive and negative aspects of
the organization in a balanced manner, being impartial
and objective concerning the presented information;
• All pending issues raised by our team were properly
solved by VID during the process of Report analysis;
• Based on our work, it is our opinion that the report has
been prepared in accordance with the GRI Reporting
Framework including appropriate consideration of the
Reporting Principles and necessary indicators to meet
the requirements of GRI Application Level B+.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT
• Improve training of those involved in compiling and
reporting data for performance indicators, considering that Votorantim Industrial has different businesses,
where applicability of the indicators must be analyzed
on a segment-by-segment basis;
• Intensify the engagement process between VID and
the Business Units, creating a continuous communication channel for information relevant to the Report;
• Search for standardization of the information included
within the reported GRI indicators: EN30, which con-
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STATEMENT OF INDEPENDENCE, IMPARTIALITY
AND COMPETENCE
Bureau Veritas is an independent professional services
company that specialises in Quality, Health, Safety, Social and Environmental management with more than
180 years history in providing independent assurance
services.
No member of the assurance team has a business relationship with VID, its Directors or Managers beyond that
required of this assignment. We have conducted this
assurance independently, and it is our opinion that there
has been no conflict of interest.
Bureau Veritas has implemented a Code of Ethics across
its business to maintain high ethical standards among
staff in their day to day business activities.

CONTACT US
Bureau Veritas Certification:
www.bureauveritascertification.com.br/faleconosco.asp
Phone + 55 11 5070-9800.
São Paulo, 29th April 2011

Ricardo Fontenele
Climate Change Local Manager

Alexander Vervuurt
Leader Auditor

Independent Opinion on the
2010 Sustainability Report of
Votorantim Industrial - VID
The Brazilian Foundation for Sustainable Development FBDS was invited to participate in Votorantim Industrial’s
first reporting process by providing an independent external assessment.
Firstly, VID’s proactive and volunteer posture of going
public to be accountable for their activities and environmental impacts according to the Global Reporting
Initiative guidelines , currently considered the best practice in sustainability reporting, is worthy of note. Their
stance is even more valuable because they are a privately held, non-operating holding company of Votorantim
Group’s businesses.
In addition to being aligned to the GRI standard, VID
also submitted this report to a formal external audit
process, conducted by Bureau Veritas, beyond to this
independent opinion. All these initiatives only enhance
the credibility of the accountability process and the
commitment taken on by the company management’s
with the best reporting practices.
As report strengths, FBDS highlights VID’s ability to
elect, through a process that is well described and involves various levels of governance at the company, a
select - nine - number of issues that are more relevant
or material to its business. Such issues are identified
and properly addressed throughout the Report, which
helps the reader understand how they are managed.
Moreover, there is an effort to clearly describe the sustainability governance model and its integration with
Votorantim’s model of corporate governance.
Other positive aspects of the report include the systematic, comprehensive discussion of VID’s procedures

and management systems, in addition to the assignment of responsibilities, underpinning the management’s true commitment. Performance indicators are
presented with historical series, containing absolute
and relative data, as well as a relevant contextualization and comparison to industry data, where possible.
Additionally, there was a clear attempt, rooted in several examples, to show the value of sustainability by
identifying business cases.
As this is the Group’s first report, we believe there is
still room for improvement, however. The first and
most obvious would be improving the process of identifying material issues - materiality, by including stakeholder consultation. Although there are occasional,
well-described efforts of engaging some audiences
that are located near the operational units, VID still
lacks a structured stakeholder engagement process, a
practice now considered essential to pinpoint relevant
issues, both for management and for reporting.
While recognizing the environmental impacts of their
activities, the Group can also improve the process of
connecting such impacts with the challenges faced, in
order to minimize them. Acknowledging challenges is
a clear demonstration of transparency and only helps
to increase the report’s credibility.
Furthermore, in future reporting exercises, VID will
need to define short- and long-term objectives and
goals more clearly. These targets must be specific,
measurable, reachable, relevant, and time-bound.
Finally, aiming to always be in search of alignment with
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cerns investments into environmental protection; LA10,
which deals with the average hours of training per employee, per year, specified per functional category; and
LA02, concerning the total number and rate of employee turnover by age, gender and region;
• The Energy and Cement Businesses could establish
and implement a standardized methodology to comply
with the LA07 indicator, which deals with Rates of personal injuries, occupational diseases, lost days, absence
and death related to work, per region;
• Implement a methodology of direct applicability to
identify the Material themes for future publications,
including the design and implementation of a robust
Stakeholders Engagement process;
• Search for a deeper alignment of the management
practices between Votorantim Industrial businesses,
intensifying the communication among the corporate
areas of the six Businesses;
• Identify information needs for the future disclosure of
indicators contained in the Mining and Metals and Electric Utilities GRI Sector Supplements, in order to increase
transparency in future publications;
• Expand the Report in the next publications including
more Units so as to increase representativeness of the
indicators concerning net revenue.
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the best practices, VID should get ready to present
their sustainability report in several manners - annual
report and specific versions for specific audiences, including interactive ones, ensuring accessibility to the
information that is provided.
FBDS welcomes the opportunity to participate in VID’s
first reporting effort and hopes to monitor the progress the Group makes in the sustainability agenda.
Sincerely

Clarissa Lins
Executive director of FBDS
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Rio de Janeiro, 4th may 2011.
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PERFORMANCE
AND GRI INDEX

Items
GRI Description

GRI Description
4. Governance, Commitments and Engagement

1.1. Statement by the Chairman

Page

22, 23

1.2. Key impacts, risks, and opportunities

Page

23, 36, 57

2. Organizational Profile
2.1. Name of the organization

Page

26, 160

2.2. Main brands, products and/or services

Page

26

2.3. Operating structure

Page

30

2.4. Address of the organization's head office

Page

26

2.5. Geographic performance

Page

26

2.6. Legal nature

Page

26

2.7. Markets served

Page

26

2.8. Size of the organization

Page

26

2.9. Significant changes in the year

Page

50

2.10. Awards

Page

126

3. Report Parameters
Report Profile
3.1. Reporting period
Remarks: 2008 to 2010

Page

16

3.3. Frequency

First sustainability
report issued
Page
16

3.4. Contact data

Page

160

3.5. Definition of the content

Page

17

3.6. Limit of the report

Page

16

3.2. Previous report

Report Scope and Boundary
142

Metals
Steel

48 operations in Brazil
and 6 in other countries
11 operations in Brazil
and 1 in other countries
3 operations in Brazil

Pulp and Paper

4 operations in Brazil

Orange Juice

5 operations in Brazil

Energy

4.1. Governance structure
4.2. Identification of the key executives
4.3. For organizations with a single administration structure, statement of the
number of independent or non-executive members of the highest governance body
4.4. Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to make recommendations or
provide instructions to the highest governance body
4.5. Relationship between remuneration for members of the highest governance
body, executive board, and other executives (including termination agreements) and
the organization's performance (including social and environmental performance).
4.6. Process at the highest governance body to avoid conflicts of interest
4.7. Process to determine the qualifications and expertise of the members of the
highest governance body to define the organization’s strategy on matters related
to economic, environmental, and social topics
4.8. Values, codes of conduct, and relevant in-company principles for the economic,
social, and environmental performance as well as the stage of their implementation.
4.9. Performance of the Board in evaluating the sustainability performance
4.10 Processes for self-assessment of performance of the highest governance body,
particularly regarding to the economic, environmental, and social performance
Commitments to External Initiatives

Page

30

www.votorantim.com.br/IR

Page

57

Votorantim Industrial is a
privately held company
Page

23, 29

Page

18, 33

Page

33

4.11. The Precautionary Principle

Page

57

4.12. Charters, principles, and initiatives

Page

130

4.13. Participation in associations

Page

156, 157

Page

112

Page

112

Page

112

Page

17

Engagement with Stakeholders

Business
Cement

Governance

23 operations in Brazil

3.7. Report scope and boundary limitations

Page

17, 158

3.8. Basis for the report

Page

16, 17

3.9. Measurement techniques and database
3.10. Consequences of the restatement of information
Remarks: It was not necessary to restate any of the prior information,
given that this is the first sustainability report the company publishes.
3.11. Significant Changes
Remarks: There were no significant changes, given that this the
first sustainability report the company publishes.
3.12. GRI Summary

Page

18

Page

142

3.13. External verification

Page

18, 134, 137

4.14. List of stakeholders engaged by the organization
4.15. Mapping of Stakeholders
Link to Engagement Handbook: www.institutovotorantim.org.br/publicacoes
4.16. Engagement of Stakeholders
Link to Engagement Handbook: www.institutovotorantim.org.br/publicacoes
4.17. Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder
engagement and measures adopted by the organization

Performance and GRI index

1. Strategy & Analysis

143

GRI Description

GRI Description

Economic Performance

Economic Performance

EC1 – Direct economic value generated and distributed
Value-Added Composition (R$ Thousand)

48

Status

Fully

2008

2009

EC2 – Financial implications and other risks and opportunities
for the organization’s activities due to climate change
2010

Page

73, 74

Status

Fully

Financial Implications (R$ Thousand)

2008

2009

2010

Carbon Credit (sale)

0.00

5,381.90

0.00

Direct Economic Value Generated

32,020

28,965

30,662

1) Revenue

32,020

28,965

30,662

Irrigation Projects

1.1) Product and Service Sales

28,845

23,871

27,570

Benefit in the allocation of Incentivized Energy

1.2) Other Operating Revenue (Expenses)

3,207

5,062

3,222

Total

-32

32

-130

1.3) Bad Debt Reserve

14,524.69

1,484.26

6,886.74

0.00

3,200.00

2,600.00

14,524.69

10,260.95

6,886.74

Distributed Economic Value

23,829

15,323

18,846

2) Operating Costs

-8,191

-13,642

-11,816

2.1) Cost of Goods Sold and Services Provided

-16,276

-16,415

-15,522

Pension Plan (in %)

2008

2009

2010

-27

0

0

Votorantim Prev Plan Coverage

106.0

103.0

103.4

2.4) Gross Value Added

15,717

12,550

15,140

Votorantim NE Plan Coverage

105.0

114.0

108.1

2.4.1) Depreciation, amortization, and depletion

-1,432

-1,918

-1,873

-472

13

-

2.5) Net Value Added

13,813

10,645

13,267

Votorantim Cimentos (VOTOPREV+VCNE)

75.8%

79.1%

61.8%

2.6) Value Added Received in Transference

10,016

4,678

5,579

Fibria

97.3%

89.0%

87.3%

2.6.1) Investment Income

294

221

304

Votorantim Energia

96.7%

100.0%

30.8%

2.6.2) Financial Revenue

9,722

4,457

5,275

Votorantim Metais

94.3%

97.4%

95.7%

2.7) Total Value Added to Distribute

23,829

15,323

18,846

Votorantim Siderurgia

99.4%

97.7%

52.2%

3) Salaries and Employee Benefits

1,999

1,797

1,702

Citrovita

38.6%

28.9%

18.1%

2.2) Asset Value Loss/Recovery

2.4.2) Amortization of Premium (Discount)

144

Page

EC3 – Coverage of obligations of defined benefit
pension fund offered by the organization

Page

97

Status

Fully

Employee Participation in the Plans

86.0

84.8

71.3

Employee Participation in the Pension Plans

2008

2009

2010*

3.1) Personnel and Charges

1,999

1,797

1,702

Votorantim Industrial & Participações

98.6%

99.8%

57.1%

3.1.1) Direct Compensation

1,660

1,440

1,393

Other Business (VOTOPREV+VCNE)

97.1%

51.7%

60.9%

3.1.2) Benefits
4) Payment to Providers of Capital

339

357

309

17,182

6,826

10,511

4.1) Third Party Capital Compensation

18,437

2,738

6,313

4.1.1) Financial Expenses

18,269

2,570

6,178

4.1.2) Leases

168

168

135

-1,255

4,088

4,198

4.2.1) Dividends

-12

918

472

4.2.2) Minority Interest

-611

224

35

4.2.3) Earned Income

-632

2,946

3,691

4.2) Equity Capital Compensation

5) Payments to Government

4,648

6,700

6,633

5.1) Taxes, Fees & Contributions

4,648

6,700

6,633

5.1.1) Federal

4,022

3,325

3,217

5.1.2) State

2,916

2,430

2,829

54

96

44

5.1.4) Deferred Taxes

5.1.3) Municipal

-2,344

849

543

Economic Value Accrued (VEG - VED)

8,191

13,642

11,816

Economic Value Generated (VEG)

32,020

28,965

30,662

Economic Value Distributed (VED)

23,829

15,323

18,846

Remarks: The employee calculation basis was revised in 2010.
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Performance Indicators
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GRI Description

Environmental Performance

Environmental Performance

Materials

Energy

EN1 – Materials used per weight and volume

Page

78, 79

Status

Fully

EN3/EN4 – Direct and Indirect Energy Consumption
by primary source (Thousand GJ)

Consumption of the Main Materials (million tons)

2008

2009

2010

Type of Energy Source

Citrovita - Oranges

2.82

2.42

2.45

Fuel Oil (NR)

Fibria - Wood

67

Status

Fully

2008

2009

2010

15,446

12,748

11,877

-

12.87

21.82

Natural Gas (NR)

19,423

19,435

22,089

14.41

15.57

34.06

Coke (NR)

54,282

58,402

63,057

VC - Limestone for Aggregates

-

-

16.34

Other (NR)

4,843

6,231

5,346

VC - Limestone for Concrete

-

-

15.00

Black Liquor (R)

51,314

62,859

76,466

VC - Limestone for Cement

VMA - Bauxite

2.01

2.43

2.86

Solid Biomass (R)

10,480

10,512

10,724

VMN - Nickel Ore

3.08

3.02

3.23

Chaff (R)

3,474

2,259

2,111

VMZ - Zinc Ore

2.36

1.81

2.52

Others (R)

988

887

676

VS - Scrap

0.55

0.64

0.84

Electric Energy - Own Generation (R)

39,248

37,304

43,088

Total volume of the materials (million tons)

26.96

40.89

99.12

Electric Energy - General Purchase (R)

18,216

20,464

20,036

Seedling Consumption - VS - Farms

2.96

4.99

3.06

Electric Energy - Incentivized Purchase (R)

0

672

265

-

86.1

64.9

Energy Matrix (Thousand GJ)

2008

2009

2010

Seedling Consumption - Fibria

Total Energy Consumption (Direct + Indirect)

Remarks:
VMZ: Ore turned into zinc considered.
Fibria: Increase due to the entry of Aracruz.
VS: Increase due to the entry of Resende.
VC: From 2010, we considered aggregates and concrete data.
VMA: Considered washed bauxite processed into Aluminum.
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Page

Vid Production (Million tons)
2008

2009

2010

Votorantim Metais Production (aluminum, nickel, zinc)

Period

1.0

1.0

1.2

Votorantim Siderurgia Production (steel)

1.1

1.2

Citrovita Production (juice)

0.3

Votorantim Cimentos Production (cements)

25.0

40.0%

Percentage Renewable Energy (R) in the Matrix

56.8%

58.2%

60.0%

EN5 – Energy Saved through conservation
and efficiency improvements

Page

71

Status

Partially

147

2009

2010

1.6

Total Energy Saved through conservation and efficiency improvements
(Thousand GJ)

964

1,274

25

0.3

0.3

Improved Efficiency (%)

2008

2009

2010

24.2

26.3

Percentage of Improvement in the Efficiency of Energy used

0.97

1.16

0.02

4.4

5.2

5.1

31.8

31.9

34.4

Page

Water
EN8 – Total water withdrawal by source

78

Status
2009

255,735

41.8%

2008

Fibria Production (pulp)

Recycled materials used (million tons)

231,773

43.2%

Period

Votorantim Industrial Production

EN2 – Percentage of materials used from recycling

217,715

Percentage of Non-Renewable Energy (NR) in the Matrix

Fully

Withdrawal by source (thousand m³)

Page

82

Status

Partially
2010*

2010

2010

Surface water

185,164
2,193

Materials used per weight and volume (EN1)

40.89

99.12

Groundwater

Recycled materials used

3.50

3.77

Rainwater

N/D

Percentage of materials used from recycling

8.6%

3.8%

Water from supply companies

383

Plant condensate water

725

Total water withdrawal by source

Energy
EN3 – Direct energy consumption by primary source (Thousand GJ)
Power Consumption
Consumption of Direct Non-Renewable Energy (NR)

Page

67

Status

Fully

Remarks: *Data does not include information from the Cement Business.
For the other Units, consumption estimates were used predominantly.

2008

2009

2010

93,993

96,816

102,369

Consumption of Direct Renewable Energy (R)

66,257

76,517

89,976

Total Consumption (NR and R)

160,250

173,333

192,346

Performance and GRI index

GRI Description

188,465

GRI Description

Environmental Performance

Environmental Performance

Biodiversity

Emissions, Effluents and Wast

EN11 – Location and size of land owned, leased, managed

Page

84

Status

Partially

Biomes

Protected Area (km²)

Cerrado

802.50

Atlantic Forest

352.85

Transition Zone (Cerrado and Atlantic Forest)

60.26

Total protected area

EN18 – Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gases emissions (GHG)

74

Status

Partially

Unit

Reductions
tCO2eq/year

Status

VC - Salto Pilão

Estimation of
290,876

Project approved
by VCS in
Nov/2010 awaiting first
check

Heat Recovery

VM – Três Marias

10,245

Project approved
by UNFCCC in
December/10

Energy Efficiency

VM - Niquelândia

21,764

DOE Report
Review

Heat Recovery

VM - Niquelândia

53,197

DOE Report
Review

Energy Efficiency

Energy Efficiency
Program Units

6,562 (from
2007 to 2010)

Program in
progress

Title

HPP with a low rate of deforestation for reservoir
(Project developed with VCS - voluntary market)

1,215.62

Page

Emissions, Effluents and Wast
EN16 – Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions (GEE)
Direct GHG emissions (tCO2eq)
Stationary Combustion
Mobile Sources - Owned
Process

75

Status

Fully

2008

2009

2010

7,545,773

7,201,925

8,491,052

501,863

472,154

486,613

9,620,342

9,861,348

10,569,319

Waste Treatment

0

0

50,971

Soil - Limestone

28,289

53,923

27,172

Soil - Nitrogenated Fertilizer

44,236

28,099

26,262

17,740,502

17,617,449

19,651,389

2008

2009

2010

Total Direct Emissions - Scope 1
Indirect Emissions (tCO2eq)
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Page

Electric Energy

962,641

608,010

1,177,481

Total Indirect Emissions - Scope 2

962,641

608,010

1,177,481

EN17 – Other relevant indirect greenhouse
gases emissions, by weight
Other indirect GHG emissions (tCO2eq)

Page

75

Status

Fully

2008

2009

2010

Third-party transportation (cargo, products, etc.)

615,173

1,311,473

1,667,639

Total – Scope 3

615,173

1,311,473

1,667,639

19,318,316

19,536,932

22,496,510

Total Emissions (EN16+EN17)
Sequestration

20,316,012

26,420,039

21,840,783

Inventory

137,807,334

112,319,470

103,649,523

EN18 – Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gases emissions (GHG)
Title
Replacement of Fossil Fuel
HPP in existing reservoir
Fuel replacement

74

Status

Partially

Unit

Reductions
tCO2eq/

Status

Citrovita Catanduva

Estimation
of 20,000 to
100,000

PDD preparation

59,485

Waiting for the
2nd issue of RECs

VC - Cubatão

2,074

Emissions of NOx, SOx and PM (t)

Waiting for the
2nd issue of RECs

Page

77

Status

Fully

2008

2009

2010

NOx emissions

33,482

35,805

35,550

SOx emissions

21,679

24,570

26,528

PM (Particulate Matter) emissions

4,244

2,859

5,612

Total Emissions of NOx, SOx, and PM

59,405

63,234

67,690

Heavy metals emissions (t)

2008

2009

2010

Mercury (Hg)

0.16

0.27

0.16

Cadmium (Cd)

0.05

0.06

0.07

Thallium (Tl)

0.25

0.28

0.09

Total Emissions of Heavy Metals

0.46

0.61

0.32

Other emissions (t)

2008

2009

2010

N/D

N/D

820.48

Emissions of VOC (or THC)

Page

VC - Pedra do
Cavalo

EN20 – NOx, SOx and other significant air emissions

Remarks: In the Cement Business, there is continuous monitoring at 20 units. At all other VID units, monitoring is
done by sampling, at least as often as required by law.

EN21 – Total water discharge
Water discharge (m³)
Wastewater with treatment
Effluents without the need for treatment
Total water discharged
Remarks: *The data do not include information on VC.

Page

81

Status
2008
69,937,147
ND
69,937,147

Partially
2009

2010*

132,482,980 184,402,028
ND

ND

132,482,980 184,402,028

Performance and GRI index

GRI Description
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GRI Description

GRI Description

Environmental Performance

Environmental Performance

Emissions, Effluents and Waste

Emissions, Effluents and Waste

Water discharge per destination (m³)

Page

83

Status

EN22 – Total weight of waste by type and disposal method

Partially
2010

Page

80, 81

Status

Partially

2008

2009

TOTAL waste disposal

Ocean/Sea

67,880,650

67,911,745

67,965,959

Coprocessed/Refined

Rivers

67,051,151

63,197,940

113,449,512

Landfill

106,505
455,373

Lakes

ND

ND

1,401,408

Industrial landfill

Others

6,619,309

5,514,106

1,585,148

Underground residue injection

2010
21,493

0

Donation
EN22 – Total weight of waste by type and disposal method
Total Waste Weight (thousand t)
NON-HAZARDOUS waste disposal

80, 81

Status

Partially
2010
1,261,359
45,214

Internal re-use/recycling

519,933

External re-use/recycling with value added

61,481

External re-use/recycling w/out value added

98,180

Recovery

0

Incineration (or use as fuel)

22
1,999

Landfill

106,055

Industrial landfill

420,113

Underground residue injection

0

Donation

1

Other - Intended for specific purposes
HAZARDOUS waste disposal
Composting

8,361
105,478
0

Internal re-use/recycling

28,128

External re-use/recycling with value added

21,052

External re-use/recycling w/out value added
Recovery
Incineration (or use as fuel)
Coprocessed/Refined
Landfill
Industrial landfill
Underground residue injection
Other - Intended for specific purposes
TOTAL waste disposal
Composting

142
2
338
19,494
450
35,260
0
612
1,366,837
45,214

Internal re-use/recycling

548,061

External re-use/recycling with value added

82,533

External re-use/recycling w/out value added

98,322

Recovery
Incineration (or use as fuel)

1

Other - Intended for specific purposes

Composting

Co-processed/Refined
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Page

2
360

8,973

Remarks:
• The data do not include information on VC.
• Due to the implementation of the corporate reporting system to consolidate the information,
we only consider the data from 2010.
Products and Services
EN26 – Initiatives to mitigate environmental
impacts of products and services

Page

56, 68, 70 to 77, 79 to 84

Status

Fully

General
EN30 – Total investments and expenditures
on environmental protection

Page

64

Status

Partially

Environmental investments and expenditures (R$)
CAPEX (Investments)
Environmental Education
Environmental Management
Conservation, Forestry, and Biodiversity

2010
166,085,736
181,966
3,836,778
874,945

Environmental Prevention

31,705,095

Effluent treatment

13,213,985

Treatment of air emissions

9,774,705

Treatment of emissions, waste, and effluent (environmental events)

16,845,882

Waste treatment

67,252,197

Miscellaneous investments

22,400,183

OPEX (Costing)

144,305,747

Environmental Education

966,653

Environmental Management

26,715,431

Conservation, Forestry, and Biodiversity

18,092,766

Effluent treatment

36,647,484

Treatment of air emissions

21,523,202

Environmental Prevention

5,097

Treatment of emissions, waste, and effluent (environmental events)

1,003,644

Waste treatment

25,140,254

Miscellaneous costing

14,211,216

TOTAL

310,391,483

Remarks: The issue of environmental area personnel costs will be added to the indicator in the coming periods.
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EN21 – Total water discharge (continued)
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GRI Description

GRI Description

Social Performance - Human Rights

Social Performance - Labor Practices

Non-Discrimination

Employment

HR4 – Cases of discrimination and actions taken

Page

104

Status

Fully

105

Status
Brazil

Abroad

2010

Partially

Cases of discrimination occurred

2010

Period

Complaints received by the Ombudsman's office*

210

Employees (w/out seasonal)

28,652

5,153

33,805

81

Employees

28,734

5,153

33,887

Dismissals (w/out seasonal)

4,653

178

4,831

Cases considered valid*
Remarks: *Harassment or abuse of power. Due to the implementation of the corporate
reporting system to consolidate the information, we only consider the data from 2010.

Dismissals

9,723

178

9,901

Freedom of Association and Collective Barganing

Turnover (w/out seasonal)

16.2%

3.5%

14.3%

Total Turnover

33.8%

3.5%

29.2%

Period
Operations identified in which employee rights to exercise
freedom of association and collective bargaining may be at risk

Page

106

Status

Fully

2008

2009

2010

0

0

0

Period
Number of Operations with the risk of forced or compulsory labor

Page

103

Status

Fully

Benefits Required by Law

Coverage of the staff

Maternity/paternity leave

2008

2009

2010

0

0

0

Variable compensation (PRP)

Employees of all Units

Chartered transportation
Uniform
Transportation vouchers
Additional Corporate Benefits

Employment

Period

96
Fully

Periodic medical and laboratory examinations

Social Performance - Labor Practices
LA1 – Total workforce by employment type,
employment contract, and region

Page
Status

Sickness and accident allowance

Forced and Compulsory Labor
HR7 – Operations identified as having significant
risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labor

LA3 – Benefits provided to employees

Page

93

Status

Fully

Coverage of the staff

Private Pension Plan (VotorantimPrev)
Health Insurance

Employees of all Units

Abroad

Total

Monthly Employees

20,847

1,206

22,053

Hourly Employees

7,723

3,947

11,670

Seasonal Harvesters

82

0

82

Additional Corporate Benefits

Trainees

82

0

82

Basic Basket

Citrovita*, VS, and Fibria

Agreement with pharmacies

VC, VM*, VS*, and Fibria

Dental Care
Group life insurance
Coverage at the business units

28,734

5,153

33,887

Intern and "Summer Student"

515

11

526

Agreement with optical stores

VCNA and VS*

Apprentice

347

13

360

Assistance for special child

Fibria

Daycare assistance

Citrovita, VC, VM*, and Fibria

Trainees and Apprentices Sub-total
Permanent Activity

153

Variable compensation (PRP)

Brazil

Own Subtotal

Performance and GRI index

HR5 – Operations identified in which the right to exercise freedom
of association and collective bargaining may be at risk significant
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Page

LA2 – Total number and rate of employee turnover
by age group, gender and region

862

24

886

23,977

371

24,348

Funeral Aid

Citrovita, VC, VE, and VS
Citrovita, VC, VE, VM*, VS, and Fibria

Service Provider in Projects

10,392

1,090

11,482

Christmas/Children's Day Toys

Service Provider Sub-total

34,369

1,461

35,830

School kit

Citrovita, VM*, and Fibria
Citrovita, VC, VE, VM*, and VS

Total Own + Intern + Apprentice

29,596

5,177

34,773

Christmas Basket

Total Service Provider

34,369

1,461

35,830

Agreement with gyms

VC and VM*

70,603

Agreement with S system clubs (SENAI, SESI, SESC, SEST, SENAT)

VC, VE, VM*, and VS

Coverage for disability

Citrovita, VC/VCNA, and VS

Contribution of 4% more in the vacation bonus salary after 1 year of employment

VCNA

Meal Voucher/Food Card

Citrovita*, VC, VM*, VS*, and Fibria

Overall Total

63,965

6,638

Remarks: *Not all plants have this. ** Citrovita Industrial. ND - Not Available (The information could not be identified with the Units).

Amounts Invested in Benefits
Amounts Invested in Benefits (R$ Million)

2008

2009

2010

303.79

413.94

448.21

GRI Description

GRI Description

Social Performance - Labor Practices

Social Performance - Labor Practices

LA4 – Employees covered by collective bargaining agreements

Trainning and Education
Page

106

Status

Page

LA12 – Percentage of employees receiving regular
performance and career development reviews

Fully

97, 98

Status

2008

2009

2010

Career Development Assessment

Employees covered by collective bargaining agreements (%)*

99.7

97.6

95.4

Assessments Conducted (amount)

12,086

22,859

33,805

Remarks: *Employees who are not part of collective bargaining agreement are those at the Executive level, for whom

Employees with performance assessed (%)

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

adjustments are made based on merit. In 2010, there was a reduction in the percentage of employees covered by collective
bargaining agreements due to the shift in employment status of employees from the Coordinator level.

Performance Assessment
Employees with performance assessed (%)

Workplace Health and Safety

Diversity and Equal Opportunities

LA6 – Employees represented by health and safety committees

Page

100

Status

2008

Fully

Period

2010

2009-2010
100%

LA13 – Composition of governance bodies
and of the minority groups

Fully

2009

Page

93, 94

Status

Partially

Period

2008

2009

2010

Period

-

-

-

Employees aged more than 50 years*

2,884

None to 25%

-

-

-

Women*

4,115

Composition of the minority groups in the organization

2010

25% to 50%

-

-

-

Composition of the groups responsible for corporate governance

2010

50% to 75%

X

X

X

Officers/Chairman

101

Managers

722

Above 75%

Remarks: *Figures do not include VCNA.The number of employees with Special Needs is being consolidated at the business units.

LA7 – Rates of injuries, occupational diseases,
absenteeism and work-related deaths
154

Page

102

Status

Partially

Social Performance - Liability for the product
Product and Service Labeling

Period

2010

Accident frequency rates of own and fixed contractor employees

7.495

Accident frequency rates with leave of own and fixed contractors employees

1.714

Rate of Injuries (TL)

1.499

Period

2008

2009

2010

Rate of Occupational Diseases (TDO)

0.006

Percentage of products covered by the labeling procedures (%)

100

100

100

Days Lost Rate (TDP)

8.421

http://vcimentos.com.br///hotsites/cimento/base.htm

Deaths*

6

Men-Hours Worked (Own and Contractors)

100,329,423

Page

54

Status

Fully

155

Links to access product information on
the Businesses’ websites.

http://www.citrovita.com.br/flash/c_portalcitrovita.asp?tipoCarga=1&id_
idioma=1

Trainning and Education

Period (hours/employee)

http://www.vsiderurgia.com.br/pt-br/aco/acosLongos/produtos/Paginas/
produtos.aspx
http://www.cia-brasileira-aluminio.com.br/pt/produtos.php

Remarks: Includes one case of death of an outsourced employee (mobile).
No data were reported on the Power Plants. Consolidated Indicator Management System in deployment.

LA10 – Average hours of training per year per employee

PR3 – Information on products and labeling procedures

Page

98, 99

Status

Partially
2010

PR5 – Customer Satisfaction

Page

56

Status

Fully

Chairman/Director

8.4

Period

Frequency

2008

2009

2010

Manager

23.8

Citrovita

Annual

76%

72%

65%

Coordinator/Consultant

17.0

VC

Biannual

N/A

N/A

83%

Trainee

27.8

VM

Biannual

71%

70%

86%

Average Hours of Training

18.3

Remarks: The information provided includes the training conducted
at the Votorantim Academy, considering leadership positions and roles.
In 2010, in addition to training conducted at the Votorantim Academy,
587,950 hours of training were provided at Votorantim Industrial’s Businesses.

Fibria

Biannual

N/A

N/A

*

VS

Biannual

N/A

N/A

82%

-

74%

74%

79%

TOTAL

Remarks: In 2010, Fibria did not undertake a satisfaction survey since the merger between Aracruz
and VCP took place in mid-2009. The next biennial survey will be held in 2011. Each business
has its own methodology. We made a relativization in this chart for comparability.

Performance and GRI index

Labor / Management Relations

GRI Description

GRI Description

Social Performance - Society

Social Performance - Society

SO2 – Percentage and total number of business units analyzed for
risks related to corruption

Public Policy
Page

59

Status

SO5 – Public policy positions and participation
in public policy development and lobbying

Fully

Period

2008

2009

2010

Businesses Assessed (%)

100

100

100

27.50

20.00

30.94

Plants Assessed (%)
SO3 – Employees trained in the organization’s
anticorruption policies and procedures

Page

59

Status

Fully

Period

2008

2009

2010

Managers Trained (%)

100%

100%

29.7%

Employees Trained (%)

94.4%

100%

44.2%

Total Employees Trained (%)

95.8%

100%

43.2%

Remarks: The training in the new Code of Conduct continues in 2011, for full dissemination.

SO4 – Actions taken in cases of corruption

Status

Fully

Period

2010
89

41

38

Vendor contracts not renewed due to corruption

17

26

3

Public Policy

David Canassa

Chairman of CTCLIMA

CEBDS

José Luciano Penido

Member of the Board

WBCSD

Carlos Alberto Roxo

Liaison Delegate

WBCSD

José Luciano Penido

Member of the Board

Ethos Institute

Chairman

ABAF

Leonardo Genofre
SO6 – Contributions to Political Parties,
Politicians, and Related Institutions

156

SO5 – Public policy positions and participation
in public policy development and lobbying

Status

Fully
Name
of the

José Roberto Ermírio de Moraes

Vice President

FIESP

José Roberto Ermírio de Moraes

VP Advisory Board

Raul Calfat
Edvaldo Rabelo
Patrícia Montenegro/Maria Luisa
Patrícia Montenegro
Marcelo Chamma

Advisory Board

BRACELPA

VC Liaison Delegate
Assurance Committee

WBCSD (CSI)

Environmental Committee
Director

ABRAMAT

Association Chairman

ABAI

Otavio Carneiro de Rezende

Board/WGs

ABRACE

Otavio Carneiro de Rezende

Board

ABIAPE

Fábio Luiz Campora

Jones Belther
Valdecir Botassini

Board
Board Alternate

Guilherme Simões Ferreira

General Coordinator for the
Legal Affairs Commission

Luis Carlos Loureiro Filho

Primary Producer Director

IBRAM

ABAL

Francisco Martins

Chairman

Marcelo Zemliczky

Vice President

Paulo Oliveira Motta Júnior

Vice President

IZA

Executive Director

Stainless Steel
Center

Vice Chair

IABr

Francisco Martins
Albano Chagas Vieira

SO7 – Total legal actions for anti-competitive behavior,
anti-trust, and monopoly practices and their outcomes
Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive
behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly practices

Committee on which
serves

Company Representative

Page

Name
of the

121 to 123

Status

Partially

2008

2009

2010

*

NH

*

Anti-Competitive Behavior

Period
121

Fully

Remarks: NH – None.
*Information on contributions can be found on the Superior Electoral Court website, at http://www.tse.gov.br/internet/index.html

Employees punished or dismissed for corruption

Page

Status
Committee on which
serves

Total Contributions (R$ Thousand)
60, 104

121

Company Representative

Period

Page

Page

ICZ

Page

61

Status

Fully

2008

2009

2010

0

6

7

“Ongoing” legal actions for Anti-Competitive Behavior, Anti-Trust, and Monopoly Practices through 2010.
Votorantim Agroindústria

1

Votorantim Energia

0

Votorantim Cimentos

5

Votorantim Metais

0

Votorantim Siderurgia

1

Fibria

0

Remarks: A case was opened at Citrovita in 2010 . It is related to the Merger of the orange juice business,
both in Brazil and abroad, between the Fischer and Votorantim Groups.

2 Brazil/
3 EUA

Performance and GRI index

Corruption

157

Disclosures on Management Approach (DMAs)
DMA

Description

EC

Economic Indicators

Reported/
Disclosure

Pages on
Report

Fully

48 to 97

Considering the applicable items.

53 to 84

Votorantim is enhancing the
consolidation of indicators related to:
biodiversity, products, and services.

Coments

Scope
GRI Indicator

Units that responded to
the indicator (Scope)

Units that are being
consolidated for future reports

GRI 3.7

EC1; 2; 3
EN1; 2; 3; 4; 16; 17; 20; 26

EN

Environmental Indicators

Partially

HR4; 5; 7
LA1; 2; 3; 4; 6; 10; 12; 13

100%

PR3; 5

HR

158

Labor Indicators

Human rigths Indicators

Fully

Partially

94 to 98

103 to 106

Considering the applicable items.
Votorantim is enhancing the
consolidation of indicators related to:
acquisition and investment practices;
child labor; degrading labor.

SO

Social Indicators

Fully

61, 121 to 123

Considering the applicable items.

PR

Product Indicators

Fully

54 to 56

Considering the applicable items.

SO2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7
EN30

94%

Cement - 6 Units in North America

LA7

77%

Energy - 23 Hydroelectric Power Plants

EN11

77%

Cements - 17 Aggregates Units in
Brazil and 6 Units in North America

EN5

58%

EN18

58%

EN8

47%

EN21

47%

EN22

47%

The Energy Efficiency Program already
includes all units with high energy
consumption at the Businesses (40
Units)

Cement - all of its Units

Performance and GRI index

LA

159

Credits
GRI 2.1

GRI 3.4
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